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INTRODUCTION
COLLABORATION, TRANSFORMATION, CHANGE.

We are Healthy Materials Lab, a design research lab at Parsons School of Design. Today’s affordable housing is not healthy housing—and this needs to change.

This year has been a time of major progress in our team’s efforts to make every affordable home a healthy home. We continue to bring our research, design thinking, and education capacity to scale in order to persuade materials manufacturers, architects, and developers to act on what we now know about decreasing toxics in affordable housing.

We are optimistic that despite the difficulties we face as a country, and the serious global implications of the continued COVID pandemic, we will continue to keep healthier housing top-of-mind for the key stakeholders who are helping us make healthy building materials standard in affordable housing in the United States. We are confident that our systems approach to making change in affordable housing will enable us to effectively confront the new challenges ahead.

It is no secret that the construction of affordable housing has been historically underfunded and a lack of routine maintenance has led to the widespread use of low-cost substandard and toxic materials in the construction and renovation of housing for low income families. To make matters worse, a long history of racist housing policies that discriminate against BIPOC communities and forefront construction cost-savings, rather than occupancy health, has resulted in the use of poor quality, frequently toxic building materials that can be directly linked to negative health effects for residents. Local communities have been largely excluded from any involvement in the process of planning and building affordable housing.

We are committed to raising awareness about toxics in building products and to creating resources for the next generation of designers and architects to make change today. We are an interdisciplinary, international, and professionally diverse collective of graduate students, alumni, and faculty.

Parsons School of Design’s Research Labs

Social justice is a core mission at Parsons School of Design, The New School. Parsons’ research labs adopt a theory of change that draws from a comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach and a range of expertise in strategic design, positioning the research within the context of social justice. Working on a range of projects that address systemic change, Parsons brings an extensive expertise in the built environment, an understanding of the importance of communication design to drive change, a historic ability to develop and implement innovation in a range of design scenarios. The Healthy Material Lab (hereafter “HML”) was launched as one of the first Parsons Design Led Research Labs with the receipt of a grant to support the Healthy Affordable Material Project in 2015. HML is one of four partner organizations of the Healthy Affordable Materials Project. The Healthy Affordable Materials Project, is a collaboration of the Healthy Building Network (HBN), HML, Health Product Declaration Collaborative (HPDC), and Green Science Policy Institute (GSPI). Funded by a grant from The JPB Foundation, the Healthy Affordable Materials Project seeks to improve the lives and health of residents living in affordable housing across the United States by reducing the use of toxics in the building product supply chain. Under the Healthy Affordable Material Project grant, HML is focused on research areas in support of the project for the Affordable Housing (hereafter “AH”) sector. HML is undertaking fundamental research into AH to record best practices in effect nationwide. To do so, HML documents the better building products currently being
Introduction

Low income families across the United States suffer disproportionately from exposure to toxic substances used in building products. These exposures result from chemicals that are released into the air and dust of homes and schools during routine occupancy and as part of maintenance and renovation projects. Low income communities are also impacted by greater exposure as a result of the geographical proximity of affordable housing to product manufacturing factories that emit toxic chemicals, dumps, incinerators, and recycling facilities that process discarded materials. Factory and construction workers and children are particularly physiologically vulnerable and likely to be impacted by these toxics. Many chemicals commonly used in building products also pose hazards to the natural environment. Because these highly toxic chemicals are long-lived and pervasive in the marketplace, they are difficult to control.

It is well established that toxic exposures can be lessened through the intentional reduction of toxic materials in building products. A deliberate campaign to change the chemical formulations of commonly used building products (e.g. paint, pressure-treated wood, and engineered wood), has led to the reduction of lead, arsenic, and formaldehyde use in the last twenty years. Today there are continuing efforts in reducing toxic exposure to widely recognized chemical hazards in building products through decreased percentages of VOCs, phthalates, and flame retardants. Despite these successes, there are still many toxics in the built environment that require attention. Further, successful toxic reduction has primarily occurred in high end products and often takes decades for this market impact to trickle down to more affordable products.

Project Goal

The best way to prevent exposure to toxics is the reduction or elimination of their use at the source. The Healthy Affordable Materials Project will reduce toxics for families living in low income and affordable housing by scaling the use of new transparency and disclosure tools making it easier for decision makers to specify. We have created a range of resources, advocate for transparency and spread awareness in person at the Donghia healthier Materials Library at Parsons and online on HML website. The goal of the materials libraries is to create simple resources and tools to support healthier specification practices for architects and designers, and the AH sector at large. To increase awareness of the issues surrounding building product selection and drive change in product selection in the AH sector HML leverages communications expertise to translate complex concepts and data into accessible forms. We are working with a range of partners in the AH and health sectors to test product performance in real world conditions in order to demonstrate better building product selection and installation practices.

HML is also committed to sharing knowledge with the wider design community and fellow design academics, repositioning design education and practice to situate human health at the center of our work.

The Context of HAMP

Low income families across the United States suffer disproportionately from exposure to toxic substances used in building products. These exposures result from chemicals that are released into the air and dust of homes and schools during routine occupancy and as part of maintenance and renovation projects. Low income communities are also impacted by greater exposure as a result of the geographical proximity of affordable housing to product manufacturing factories that emit toxic chemicals, dumps, incinerators, and recycling facilities that
(designers, architects, developers) to avoid the most toxic chemicals present in the building materials commonly used in affordable housing. Increased transparency and disclosure will drive market change by incentivizing building product manufacturers to reduce the use of toxics in their products, as an alternative to disclosing negative information. This will result in an increased availability of healthier products to the affordable housing market.

HML’s work on the activities and goals of the HAMP project is focused on scaling positive impact to replicate, adapt, broadly inform and transform current building practices in the AH sector over the last 8 years of funding.

In addition to the HAMP project, HML has expanded its practice based research to include a wide range of populations including early childhood, seniors, rural populations and residents in post-industrial cities. We have formed new partnerships to support new projects including both nonprofit and for profit organizations and adopt strategies acquired in our HAMP work and consistent with our Parsons’ mission driven agenda. We continue to evolve and adapt our work within the core context of social justice. This year end report from HML is a summary of our activities over the last 12 months.

Affordable housing providers seeking to use less toxic building products face many obstacles. A fundamental obstacle is the lack of transparency of the chemical content of building products, making it difficult to make informed decisions about reducing potential toxic exposures. This lack of information is compounded by an array of “green certifications,” many of which rely upon incomplete and unverified information. Commercial developers are often able to navigate this web of certifications with support from additional sustainability staff or consultants; however, affordable housing project budgets are not able to support this extra support. Similarly, less toxic products are often introduced with a premium price which are beyond the budgets of affordable housing developments, including new and retrofit construction. As less toxic building products are introduced in the high-end residential and commercial building stream, older, less healthy building products are passed downstream to lower wealth communities.

An unintended consequence of green building standards and government are the incentives that encourage recycling and reuse of older products containing toxic chemicals. Recycling is viewed as desirable for its financial or social benefits, but the passing on of hazards is not always a consideration. These examples illustrate the complex problems presented to low wealth communities by the life cycle of exposures to toxic chemicals. They also demonstrate the need for both a comprehensive, integrated research program and the development of strategies to systematically reduce toxics in all building products as the most effective means of reducing these hazards in affordable housing communities.
OUR GOALS

In the broadest sense, our goals are for healthier spaces and healthier lives. To achieve this, we strive to:

1. Improve today’s commonly used materials to reduce exposure to toxics and improve health.

2. Build knowledge and awareness of today’s healthier material alternatives – make them more marketable, accessible, and popular.

3. Work to implement tomorrow’s healthy materials.

4. Partner with manufacturers to promote transparency and drive innovation.

5. Create healthier homes for all people.
COMMUNICATION STRATEGY: PROMOTE CHANGE

Ladder of Engagement.
The ladder of engagement is a framework that tracks the progress of users who are prompted to take steps towards achieving a higher goal. Developing the ladder of engagement helps us to predict how we can cultivate and move participants into the active role of becoming material health advocates and practitioners. At HML we measure our impact and evaluate the outcomes of our ecosystem of initiatives, using three main metrics.

Quantify the Number of Participants.
We are measuring participation from affordable housing providers such as designers, architects, specifiers, developers, owners, and the community. We are also measuring our reach across faculty and students, governing entities in New York City, and our influence across manufacturers and trade associations.

Quantify Financial Investment.
By measuring our impact and comparing the results of the Lab’s multi-pronged initiatives with our financial investments, we can better strategize around which approaches are most effective in moving participants up the ladder of engagement.

Gauge Level of Engagement.
Through our use of analytics tools to measure website traffic, new social media follows, click through rates, resource downloads, page visitation statistics, content referrals and more, we aim to track the movement of participants from being unaware of issues to eventually becoming advocates.
THEORY OF CHANGE

We are using a combination of approaches to inform our theory of change.

Some of HML is situated within The Healthy Affordable Materials Project (HAMP); a systems-based approach to reducing toxic chemical exposures from building materials and furnishings through the creation of actionable alternative design products. HML’s work integrates healthy building protocols, healthy products and green science with design research for affordable housing construction and retrofit in order to achieve scale and broad implementation across socio-economic communities within the US. Our broader goal is to align healthy materials with design research on innovative construction methodologies, durability, forward looking policy, behavior change, market forces, and aesthetics; and in so doing, influence the entire housing sector while reducing toxic chemical exposure throughout the supply chain.

Unaware (most people)

GOAL: BUILD AWARENESS THROUGH PHYSICAL AND ONLINE ENGAGEMENT

What do we do to build awareness?

- EDUCATE
- CREATE ACCESSIBLE MESSAGING

WE ARE WORKING WITHIN THIS CONTEXT:

- CONSUMER PRODUCTS
  - EWG.org - personal products
- HBN
- HPDC

COLLABORATION WITH DONGHIA HEALTHIER MATERIALS LIBRARY

HML WEBSITE
- Why healthy materials? page

SOCIAL MEDIA
- Bringing awareness

PHYSICAL EVENTS
- Leading to a desire to know more

INSTAGRAM

LINKEDIN
HAMP Vision and Outcomes

Through the use of healthier building products and furnishings, the built environment contributes to the improved health of all people, especially lowest income communities. Our goal is to increase the adoption of healthier building protocols and practices within the affordable housing sector, leading to measurable increase in building product specifications that reflect healthier choices. This change will result in reduced exposure throughout the system by decreasing or eliminating known harmful chemicals from building products widely used in the affordable housing industry.
How do we change the market?

- Work with retailers
- Build consumer demand
- Clarify a compelling message for different audiences

How do we advocate for transparency?

- Work with retailers
- Build consumer demand
- Clarify a compelling message for different audiences

How do we evaluate ingredients for health criteria?

- Work with retailers
- Build consumer demand
- Clarify a compelling message for different audiences

How are healthier buildings being made?

- Case Studies: HML
- Demonstration Projects
  - BIG x HML
  - Community MusicWorks Center
  - HML x STAT Architects and Riseboro
  - Building Healthy Homes

Who is building with healthier materials?

- Case Studies: HML
- Demonstration Projects
  - BIG x HML
  - Community MusicWorks Center
  - HML x STAT Architects and Riseboro
  - Building Healthy Homes

How: New product development

- Identify gaps in the market
- And opportunities to develop new products

- Focus on vulnerable populations
  - Early childhood development spaces
  - Affordable housing
  - Seniors

Supporters (act on the issue and wants to change the way they do things)

- BIG x HML
- Community MusicWorks Center
- HML x STAT Architects and Riseboro
- Building Healthy Homes
- BIG Duck & Susan Szenasy
- Pharos
- Quartz
- HML Website
- The Donghia Healthier Materials Library

WE ARE WORKING WITHIN THIS CONTEXT:

- Case Studies
- RED List
- MANUFACTURERS
  - Competition in the marketplace
  - Invest in research & development

- Communications Advisors
- Center for Circular Economy
- Consumer Demand

- Retailers identify market opportunities

- Translators
- Tools are needed to translate information into actionable results.
  - Pharos
  - Quartz
  - HML Website

- Collect healthier building products
  - The Donghia Healthier Materials Library

- MANUFACTURERS
  - Invest in research & development

- CONSUMER DEMAND
  - Pressures the marketplace

- Retailers identify market opportunities
We identified a lack of awareness of the issue of toxics in the built environment as a fundamental barrier to change. This is a general problem and we launched our communications strategy to address this issue. Through the roll-out of this strategy we discovered that the ladder of engagement could be adapted more generally to make systemic change. We have established a research foundation for our work. Through the documentation and evaluation of current best practices in the affordable housing sector – from funding and policy, to design and construction and finally in occupation. This work was and is documented in a number of demonstration projects and reports studies. Current best practices in the material health field impact the work of “supporters” and advocates. To address other participants on the ladder and cultivate a greater understanding of the issues, we needed to expand our methodology to include:
1) Library and Resources
2) Education
3) Communication & Advocacy
4) Product Evaluation Tools

How does the message change for specific audiences?
- Retailers
- Manufacturers
- Architects & designers
We believe that not only do people have the right to housing, but that everyone deserves a healthy home. Today’s affordable housing is not healthy, and this needs to change.

The construction of affordable housing has been chronically underfunded and regulated by racist housing policies. After years of widespread use, low-cost, substandard, and toxic building materials are now directly linked to more serious health risks for low income families.

As researchers of healthier materials, we believe it is our responsibility to advocate for healthier affordable homes. This is why healthy housing equity is one of our core values. Over the years, it has come to inform almost everything we do, and is weaved throughout many of our initiatives and practices.

While we have many projects that take on different objectives, many also bring the impact of material health into focus. Our goal is to educate our audience on the importance of healthier materials at home, collaborate with others to build a strong community of change-makers, and lend our services where needed.
THEORY OF CHANGE

We are using a combination of four pillars to inform of theory of change within affordable housing.

HML’s work integrates healthy building protocols, healthy products and green science with design, research, and communication for affordable housing construction and retrofit in order to achieve scale and broad implementation across socio-economic communities.

Armed with better knowledge about the impacts of material choices, designers and architects can strive to create healthy and affordable housing, today. We anchor our lives in our homes, and therefore the materials we live within can make a profound difference in many peoples’ health and lives. Healthier affordable housing is primarily in the hands of designers, developers, and builders. By working with industry members and residents we can make well-considered choices to foster healthier lives.
GOAL: USE HEALTHIER BUILDING MATERIALS TO REDUCE EXPOSURE AND IMPROVE HUMAN HEALTH

How can we lead by example?

- ELDER HOUSING WITH HEMP
  Demonstration and design

- ELEGANT + HEALTHIER AFFORDABLE HOUSING
  Demonstration and design

How can we introduce issues through resources?

- HEALTHY AFFORDABLE HOUSING CASE STUDIES
  Five healthy affordable housing case studies

- ONLINE EVENTS WITH 632 PARTICIPANTS
  UNDERSTAND REAL-WORLD PRACTICES
  ECONOMY AND MARKET ANALYSIS
  COMMUNITY + SITE ANALYTICS
  PROFESSIONAL PARTNER

What resources are available?

- E-LEARNING COURSES
  Healthy + Sustainable Affordable Housing

- ONLINE EVENTS
  Free lectures, webinars, panels and workshops with industry experts

- COLLABORATIONS WITH DONGHIA HEALTHIER MATERIALS LIBRARY
**Market**

**Goal:** Elevate successful products with a proven track record to be affordable and expand availability.

How can we bring materials to the user?

- **Material Collections**
  - Healthier Affordable Building Products

How can our work influence industry?

- **International Standards**
  - HML worked referenced by IRC

**Goal:** Champion designers, manufacturers, builders, and contractors through resources.

How can we promote transparency and drive innovation?

- **Professional Partners**
  - STAT Architecture
  - Riseboro Community Partnership
  - Habitat for Humanity
  - West Harlem Group Assistance

How do we build awareness and incentivize interest?

- **Industries Collaborations**
  - STAT Architecture
  - Riseboro Partnership
  - Habitat for Humanity
  - West Harlem Group Assistance

How can we bring materials to the user?

- **Material Collections**
  - Healthier Affordable Building Products

How can our work influence industry?

- **International Standards**
  - HML worked referenced by IRC

**Goal:** Advising and highlighting partnerships with affordable housing practitioners.

- Case studies and highlights of designers, builders, and advocates making healthier affordable housing
- Mapping and collecting data on affordable housing industry trends

**Goal:** Mapping and collecting data on affordable housing industry trends.
GOAL: ELEVATE SUCCESSFUL PRODUCTS WITH A PROVEN TRACK RECORD TO BE AFFORDABLE AND EXPAND AVAILABILITY

HML WEBSITE

"Material Collections" Page

PA HEMP HOME

How can we bring materials to the user?

How can our work influence industry?

GOAL: CHAMPION DESIGNERS, MANUFACTURERS, BUILDERS, AND CONTRACTORS THROUGH RESOURCES?

Advising and highlighting partnerships with affordable housing practitioners

Case studies and highlights of designers, builders, and advocates making healthier affordable housing

Mapping and collecting data on affordable housing industry trends

INDUSTRY COLLABORATIONS

INDUSTRY CELEBRATIONS

VIZUALIZING APPLIED STRATEGIES

How can we promote transparency and drive innovation?

How do we build awareness and incentivize interest?

CELEBRATE
Affordable Housing

12,245 PAGE VIEWS
This landing page serves as a node for the Lab’s full network of Affordable Housing resources and projects.

TOP 10 VIEWED PAGE
Consistently stays in the Top 10 most view pages on the HML website, month-to-month.

Receive updates about healthier affordable housing, healthy materials, and more.

The construction of affordable housing has been chronically underfunded and regulated by racist housing policies. After years of widespread use, low-cost, substandard, and toxic building materials are now directly linked to more serious health risks for low income families.

Harmful chemicals coat our food. Poisonous lead contaminates our water. Carcinogenic flame retardant-filled insulation fills our walls. Indoor air pollution has resulted in an alarming rise in childhood asthma. In the face of this health crisis, even minor renovations can drastically improve the health of communities.

and make a profound difference in many peoples’ health and lives. Healthier affordable housing is primarily in the hands of designers, developers, and builders, but working with future residents we can make well-considered choices to foster healthier lives.

How We Make Affordable Housing Healthier

Selection from Healthier Affordable Building Products Collection
1. HEALTHY AFFORDABLE HOUSING WEBPAGE

This year, we moved to host our affordable housing web resources in a central hub for all of the Lab’s resources and projects on the subject. Housing affordability and health equity sits at the core of our practice, but it is sometimes difficult to see the relationship between affordable housing and all of our work on material and building health.

This page serves as a link between our many initiatives, and provides insight on how we use our resources, networks, and strengths to not only be affordable housing advocates, but fill in gaps of critical missing information and practically challenge the industry’s status quo.

From the page, visitors can find: professional resources such as the Affordable Housing Material Collection; learning opportunities such as our AIA credited “Healthy and Sustainable Affordable Housing”; view the affordable focus our in-house design projects have such as PA Hemp Homes and Elder Housing with Hemp; and connect with exemplary professionals in our network through collaborations such as “HML x AH Architects and Developers” and Building Healthy Homes.

Creating non-exhaustive and accessible collections of information allow supporters to find the resources to become advocates and practitioners.
30+ VERIFIED PRODUCTS
These materials were determined to be low in toxicity, resilient, and made by companies with affordable prices or who are open to donating product.

431 PRODUCTS VETTED IN TOTAL
We are continually vetting new products to see if they meet our criteria.

21 MANUFACTURERS WE COLLABORATE WITH
Active correspondence and connections to affordable housing designers and developers
2. HEALTHIER AFFORDABLE BUILDING PRODUCTS

These healthier products have been successfully installed in Affordable Housing units across the US. These products (marked with the yellow dot) are aggregated from our other collections and are available as a starting point for designers, developers, and even residents to browse and make changes in their housing projects.

Installing products such as these examples can significantly reduce toxicity / improve environmental quality within the home. Purchasing healthier products also supports the health of communities living near production facilities.

Material collections increase engagement by building awareness of material health. HML researchers have organized this highly curated collection using strict criteria. By communicating criteria to our users we are helping to turn supporters into advocates.
3. HEALTHY AFFORDABLE HOUSING CASE STUDIES

Examining systems-based approaches currently being used to reducing everyday human exposure to harmful chemicals in building products. Using HAMP as a guide, this series connects manufacturers, building owners, and developers to reduce the use of harmful chemicals in homes, on construction sites, and in emissions from facilities. Through the examination of five exemplary affordable housing projects across the USA, HML developed in-depth reports allowing for the accessible dissemination of site surveying strategies, community engagement, construction detailing, and materials specifications – all downloadable from HML’s website.

Collaborators:

- Aeon
- Hope Community
- MSR Design
- Weis Builders
- Center for Sustainable Building Research
- Monadnock Development LLC
- The Lower East Side Peoples Mutual Housing Association (LESPMHA)
- Capsys
- nARCHITECTS
- Taitem Engineering, PC
- NYC Department of Housing Preservation and Development
- Council Member Rosie Mendez
- Ollie: All Inclusive Coliving
- Trumbull Neighborhood Partnership
- Trumbull County Land Reutilization Corporation
- Fine Arts Council of Trumbull Community
- Foundation Communities
- Hatch Ulland Owen Architects
- Forge Craft Architecture and Design
- Spawless Construction
- BEC General Contractors
- First Community Housing (FCH)
- Housing Choices Coalition
- OJK Architecture and Planning

Accessible detailed resources and references are difficult to find in the design industry, even harder in affordable housing. These in-depth reports disseminate innovative and proven practices that holistically address affordable housing health.
Spreads from “The Rose” and “Carmel Place” Case Study Reports
Spreads from “Foundatin Communities” and “Warren, OH” Case Study Reports
Healthier Design For All

Healthy and Sustainable Affordable Housing

Provides architects and designers working in affordable housing with tools and methods to make healthier product choices.

1 course
6 hours online content
$50

CEUs
6 AIA HSW
7.5 USGBC GBCI
7.5 IDCEC HSW

82+
SYLLABUS
DOWNLOADS
4. ONLINE PROGRAMMING: HEALTHY AND SUSTAINABLE AFFORDABLE HOUSING

This program brings together 34 experts in the fields of design, construction, science, medicine, and public and environmental policy to discuss how housing needs can be addressed through healthier design strategies. They speak – from their own professional experience – about how to overcome common challenges in order to create the healthiest environments for all – from contractors, to future inhabitants, to maintenance staff.

We firmly believe that this content should be accessible to everyone. The base price for the program, with over 6 hours of expert guidance, is just $50. Completion of the course qualifies participants for 6 AIA HSW CEUs and 7.5 IDCEC HSW CEUs.

Collaborators:
- Alison Mears, Director, HML
- Jonsara Ruth, Director, HML
- Ogonnaya Dotson-Newman, The JPB Foundation
- Ken Geiser, UMass Lowell
- Dr. Maida Galvez, Mount Sinai
- Jim Valette, HBN
- Laura Vandenheg, UMass Amherst
- David Andrews, EWG
- John Warner, WBI
- Mikhail Davis, Interface
- Ana Baptista, Chair of Environmental Policy and Sustainability Management Program, The New School
- Amanda Kaminsky, Building Product Ecosystems
- Jeffrey Siegel, University of Toronto
- Wendy Vittori, HPDC
- Russ Perry, Smithgroup JJR
- Bea de la Torre, NYC HPO
- Marty Keller, First Community Housing
- Rhys MacPherson, MSR Design
- Martha & David Lewis, LTL Architects
- James Connelly, ILFI
- Breeze Glazer, Lightstep
- Jack Dinning, HML
- Aaron Dorf & Dennis Rijkhoff, Snohetta
- Melissa Balestri, ZGF Architects
- Martha Lewis, Henning Larsen
- Shanta Tucker, Atelier Ten
- Emily Naud & Hank Burt, CGI Contractors
- Geoff Brock, Structure Tone
- Alexandra Acre Comez, Madrone Construction Resources
- Monica Nanez, First Community Housing
- Judy Levin, Center for Environmental Health
- Jason Marshall, TURI

This course provides practical and theoretical practices for designers in order to create more awareness and help supporters make responsible, healthier design decisions.
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4 TOTAL COLLABORATIONS WITH DETERMINED BY DESIGN

45 HEALTHIER MATERIAL SUBSTITUTIONS
5. ELEGANT + HEALTHIER AFFORDABLE HOUSING

HML X DETERMINED BY DESIGN

Over the past few years, HML and Kia Weatherspoon’s practice Determined by Design (DbD) have formed a reciprocal relationship of education, collaboration, and investigation into health and affordable housing building materials.

This partnership is particularly exciting because of Kia’s work with the DC Housing Authority in Washington, DC and her involvement with the Environmental Center for Health.

In our collaborations with DbD our teams have found that decisions based on material health together with elevated aesthetics rarely make it onto an affordable housing developer’s rubric. This isn’t because decision-makers don’t care about the health impacts of their buildings, but because of a lack of knowledge about material health.

Healthy Materials Lab (HML) and Determined by Design (DbD) initiated a collaboration to identify healthier materials typically specified in an affordable residential unit. Together our teams analyze materials that DbD currently specifies for their affordable housing developer clients and the criteria by which their clients evaluate materials (cost, performance, maintenance, etc).

We are working together to curate new, healthier palettes of materials that meet both the design criteria and the client’s criteria. The materials are healthier, more sustainable, and draw from historic buildings and community initiatives to reflect the culture of the local community.

Carried out by Kia’s guidance, HML x DbD’s investigations have influenced the DC Housing authority to change their interior material specifications in the design of all their affordable housing projects.

Impressively, Kia has since been asked to write the DC Housing Authority standards, which includes many of HML’s suggestions, such as mineral paint, and healthier non-PVC flooring. Additionally, they are initiating resident FAQ’s including “What are endocrine disrupting chemicals?”, What materials affect our endocrine systems?”, etc.

Kia’s implementation of our collaborations with DbD will set standards for all future buildings at the DC Housing Authority, who currently manage approximately 8,100 public housing units and 16,400 Housing Choice Voucher units.

Determined by Design and Healthy Materials Lab share the goal to transform affordable housing across the United States into healthy, beautiful homes. Our respective teams focus on promoting equitable design processes, and educating professionals to make healthier design decisions.
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252 ATTENDEES

632 REGISTERED AND RECEIVED RECORDING

289+ YOUTUBE VIEWS

Excerpts from DBD x HML Lectures and Workshops
LECTURE:
DESIGN EQUITY ISN’T A TREND, ITS OUR FOUNDATION

Another valuable outcome of our work with DbD has been the willingness to share their expertise on affordable housing as well as what they have learned from HML with a broader audience.

At the core of DbD’s practice is a firm position that low-income families deserve healthy and aesthetically elevated homes. They deserve to live in a place that enables them to grow and thrive, just like anyone else in our society. To make these changes we must address the bias that enables developers, designers, funders, and the government to build with these materials. We must create alternatives to the current method of designing affordable housing.

During their multiple presentations and demonstrations, DbD explained the impact materials have on critical facets of residents: from physical and mental health to emotional and economic stability.

DbD, emphasized the need to design affordable living with the specific lived-experience of marginalized residence in mind.

Both Kia and DbD VP Sequoyah Hunter-Cuyjet drew parallels between the design of prisons, detention centers, and low-income schools with contemporary minimalist commercial design trends.

Drawing explicit attention to material choices, DbD detailed how the interior specifications of a project have the power to change this harmful trend that re-traumatizes home environments for many vulnerable residents.

Through investigative and project-specific collaborations with HML, DbD also addresses the embedded power this critical material focus in affordable housing has on the physical health of residents and well-being of the environments they inhabit.

DbD are experts in designing for the holistic health of affordable housing residents. Presentations like these enable the Lab to demonstrate the far-reaching impacts our research has, and inspire others to take care of the communities they design for and make intentional healthier changes in their own work.

Presentations and workshops like this empowers our audience to see material health as an integral part of design and community responsibility.
6. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MATERIAL HEALTH IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING WITH MITHUN

Awareness around healthy materials continues to grow – within the architectural industry and product manufacturing community, within our clients’ industries and the mind of the general public. Materials matter. They are the fabric of our built environment. A growing body of environmental health research has shown that building materials often contain chemicals known or suspected to be hazardous to human and ecological health. Within the architectural industry and product manufacturing community, within our clients’ industries and in the minds of the general public an awareness of, and interest in, healthy materials continues to grow. Materials matter. They are the fabric of our built environment. As designers, we have the potential to impact material health outcomes by making fundamental changes to our design practice.

Leading practitioners from Mithun, winner of the 2023 AIA Architecture Firm Award, conducted a lecture with HML to share opportunities to further the use and prioritization of healthy materials in affordable housing. The discussion focused on the firm’s interdisciplinary approach to design for health frameworks, internal and external processes, and strategies for implementing and overcoming barriers through a variety of project case studies.
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Spray application of hemp-lime by Americhanvre for Don Services New Castle, PA with the Pennsylvania Housing Research Center at Penn State University and Parsons' Healthy Materials Lab. Funded in part via the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.

SECTION AY103
HEMP-LIME CONSTRUCTION

AY103.1 General. Hemp-lime construction shall be limited to the non-structural, solid infill mix of hemp hurd and its binder between or around structural and non-structural wall framing. Hemp-lime infill shall have a density ranging from 12.5 lb/ft³ to 25 lb/ft³ (200 kg/m³ to 400 kg/m³). Hemp-lime walls shall be designed and constructed in accordance with Section AY103 and with Figures AY103.1(1) through AY103.1(4) or an approved alternative design.
In August of 2022, The International Residential Code (IRC) published revisions to the 2021 International Residential Code which now accepts hemplime as a usable building material, setting a new precedent for code expectations. The code cited HML’s PA Hemp Home as an example of the material’s viability.

7. PA HEMP HOME + IRC INCLUSION

We are proud to be working on a HempLime home renovation, designed as healthy, affordable, and visitable housing. DON Enterprise in New Castle, PA is leading the collaborative project, which is called “PA Hemp Home” and is supported by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.

This project was an honoree of the 2021 Fast Co. Innovation by Design Awards for the Materials Category. It was also voted as one of the Top 10 Design Innovations in the United States in the television series America By Design from ByDesignTV.

We are thrilled to be honored alongside designers and businesses who are solving the problems of today and tomorrow, and to see the enthusiasm for the use of locally produced, healthy materials for housing those who need it most.

Healthy Materials Lab at Parsons designed the house renovation and will conduct indoor air quality monitoring and testing.

On Friday, April 22, 2022, a ribbon cutting ceremony was held in New Castle for the completion of PA Hemp Home. Appropriately unveiled on Earth Day, the house is Pennsylvania’s first total renovation of a residential structure using hemp-based building materials, utilizing breathable spray-applied Hemplime in its walls and HempWood on its floors. During the event, we heard from representatives from HML, the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, Pennsylvania Housing Research Center, Americhanvre, and DON Enterprises. Each team member talked about the potential of hemp-based building, including the economic potential for farmers and the hemp industry, and the impact on health from the elimination of toxins in the building industry.

In August of 2022, The International Residential Code (IRC) published revisions to the 2021 International Residential Code which now accepts hemplime as a usable building material, setting a new precedent for code expectations. The code cited HML’s PA Hemp Home as an example of the material’s viability.

9 Countries where IRC is used as the basis for building code

ALL 50 states in the USA use IRC to set the minimum acceptances of building standards. HML’s project helps raise the bar.
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8. ELDER HOUSING WITH HEMP

HML is working with local women and the Akking organization to develop new housing on the White Earth Reservation in Northern Minnesota. This ongoing project is beginning with a newly constructed home for an Elder and her six grandchildren, designed to provide security and respite for the family for generations to come. Once completed, the house will provide an example of a new form of sustainable residential construction.

In June of 2021, HML’s co-directors Alison Mears and Jonsara Ruth visited White Earth in Northern Minnesota. They spoke with Winona LaDuke about hemp production, visited a local lumber mill, met the women who are in need of housing, and learned more about the specific needs of families and the general needs of the community. From their visits we learned of the multiple opportunities to invigorate local industries; from the manufacturing of industrial hemp for various uses, to the production of wall hung solar panels that are made locally.

Along with design drawings for the home, HML is creating a manual that illustrates techniques to support the local team during construction. The construction of this prototypical home will provide on-site training for builders to learn novel techniques that can be used on future projects. We are also working with Akking to create and present one of the lessons on Hemp Building for the Inaugural Tribal Hemp class in collaboration with Anishinaabe Agriculture Institute.

HML collaborated with the future owner and we were able to realize a final design for her family’s home. The home will be situated on forested land purchased from the reservation, with views out to a pond. It will have walls constructed of locally sourced lumber, hemplime insulation, and a wooden rain screen on the exterior. The interior too is designed with healthier finish materials: walls in lime plaster and mineral paints, millwork and cabinetry made of plywood with no added formaldehyde, and healthy floor finishes. The design provides space for the family to cook meals together, gather around the fireplace, as well as space for the children to play both inside and outside and make artwork with their grandmother.

Together, we intend to build homes that celebrate the long lives of the women, enhance their current work, and make places of sanctuary on their own land for generations to come. Beholden to no one, the nation will chart its own future through innovation: hemp and local lime, new construction systems and methods, training programs, and job creation with local labor. Through this process we will create models of housing for the future: healthy homes for all people.
WHITE EARTH, MN DEMOGRAPHICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous people in the U.S. who have the highest rate of poverty of any racial group</td>
<td>2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of on-reservation housing inadequate</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of employed indigenous people living below poverty level</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of indigenous families homeless or underhoused</td>
<td>90,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rates (varies by reservation)</td>
<td>35% to 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents on White Earth in Northern Minnesota</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average income</td>
<td>$22,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall poverty rate in White Earth, MN</td>
<td>~48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


DESIGN PROCESS WITH COMMUNITY MEMBERS

One woman's personal history to inform a new house:
- Grew up in a farmhouse with her grandparents, made of mostly wood, listening to stories told by her grandmother around a wood stove.
- 2 Bedrooms in close proximity to each other
  - Grandkids all share a room
- A new house for herself and her four grandchildren
  - Large kitchen, dining and living room with display for pottery collection
  - Bathroom with a bathtub and shower and ample laundry space
  - Cellar to store plant medicine, food and provide safety from tornados
  - A new garden w/ deck, food production. Large trees on site to remain
  - High windows closer to the street for security
  - Art space and storage for painting, beading (traditional clothing and jewelry)
  - Metal roof to hear rain
  - Barn located towards the back
    - Chickens, Guinea Hens and Goats
    - Storage for tools and equipment

"Elder Housing with Hemp" design process
**LOCAL MATERIAL SOURCING**

**WALL ASSEMBLY**

- **4 x 8 standard panel**
- **3” Mento wrap between panel and Gutx Multitherm 80**
- **1 x 2 furring strips aligned w/ panel studs and secured per Gutex recommended method**
- **1” wood siding**
- **Flashed as required**
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Elder Housing With Hemp construction details

- 24/22 Gauge Steel Standing Seam Metal Roof + Underlay
- Soffit Vent
- Rafter Tail
- 1x2 Vertical Battens, 15” O.C.
- Rabbeted Bevel Siding, Wood
- Proclima SoliTex Mento Plus Vapor Permeable Building Wrap
- 3” Gutex Multitherm 80
- 2x4 Header
- 1/2” Plywood Sheathing
- 2x2 Nailers 16” O.C.
- 2x8 Rafters With Dense Packed Cellulose, 24” O.C.
- 2x6 Cross Framing w/ Dense Pack Cellulose
- Proclima Intello Plus Vapor Retarder
- 2x6 Tongue and Groove Exposed Wood Boards
- Exposed Timber Beams Beyond
- ¾” Lime Plaster Finish over Cont. Lath
- 4x8 12” Thick Prefabricated Hemp Lime Panel

Insect/pest mesh at bottom of wood siding

Thru-Wall Flashing

Stone Sill

2x8 Header Joist

Stone Veneer on Lath and Mortar

Above Grade Weep

Drainage Gravel

Waterproofing

4” ABS Drainpipe to Daylight

Concrete Footing

Concrete Stem Wall

Waterproof Membrane

Treated Sill Plate

Rockwool Comfortboard 80

2x8 Floor Joists w/ Dense Packed Cellulose, 16” O.C.

Solid Wood Tongue and Groove Floor on Plywood Subfloor, Re Finish Plan

GALVANIZED T BRACE

0'-0"
“Elder Housing With Hemp” plan and section
Looking north at the house
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Renovation of 1600 units into affordable housing

“Creating a space where residents can thrive, extend opportunities where they can take ownership of every area of their life, and address buried systematic issues that limit the progress of marginalized communities.”

-West Harlem Group Assistance

My personal choice would be to also choose materials that don’t have a combination of bio-based and fossil-based materials.

You can’t unscramble an omelet. So once you have mixed those two together, it is essentially impossible to separate them again.

100% bio-based materials are my first choice.”

-Taleen Josefsson, STAT Architecture

We focus a lot on finishes: gypsum, paints, tiles, caulk, flooring, sealants, treatments.

Those things might not be obvious to a resident, but we hope that they will make a positive impact on their health.”

-Taleen Josefsson, NCARB CPM C BREEAM AP, Project Manager, STAT Architecture PC, Principal, TAJ Architecture Studio PLLC
9. HML + AFFORDABLE HOUSING ARCHITECTS AND DEVELOPERS

This past year, HML has intensified efforts to professionally connect with members of the affordable housing design-build industry. We have been consulting on projects, holding workshops, and having conversations with organizations from non-profits to private firms who build affordable housing in their scope of work.

One outstanding partnership is a new collaboration launched in the fall of 2022 with Brooklyn non-profit developer Riseboro Community Partnership and architects STAT architecture. In this project, we consulted on the material specification and building assemblies of eight new and renovated Brooklyn affordable housing projects in the South Bushwick neighborhood. The developer and architects are working with HML to create lists of healthier affordable housing products to install better materials in their projects. This list of better products will provide our partners with a verified list of products that can be specified and installed in not just these, but future projects as well.

The Riseboro x STAT team recently added 51 units located in the Brooklyn neighborhoods of Bed-Stuy, Bushwick, and Ridgewood neighborhoods.

Not only are we collaborating with these practitioners professionally, we are sharing insights, methodologies, and decisions made during these collaborations with our audience on our website and social media platforms. This provides a unique look into the inner workings of bringing a healthy affordable housing project to life - challenges included.

Other notable conversations from this effort include with our ongoing conversations with West Harlem Group Assistance who combat health issues through housing quality, NYCHA, Habitat for Humanity, Bernheimer Architects, and COOKFOX Architects. Many of these collaborations have been shared with our network already, others we are excited to publish in the future.

51 NEW UNITS OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING

This effort directly influences today’s projects while equipping architects and developers with the practical knowledge to build healthy affordable housing in the future.
STAT Architecture: Healthier Materials

Affordable Housing Project List: Brooklyn

63 Stockholm St.
272 Jefferson St.
332 Elder St.
1143 Hancock St.
1262 Bushwick Ave.
641 Chauncey St.
1277 Dekalb Ave.
676 Central Ave.

natural stone  clay

low VOC paint + limewash  formaldehyde-free plywood

Photo: STAT Architecture.
Materials being explored as specifications to Riseboro X STAT’s 51 units based on ongoing collaboration with HML.
BUILDING HEALTHY HOMES: A MISSION FOR MILLIONS

3,517 AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS SUBMITTED DURING MONTH ONE

7000+ AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS TO DATE

11+ APPLIED HEALTHIER MATERIAL CATEGORIES

185+ DASHBOARD VIEWS
In February 2023, we launched the Building Healthy Homes initiative to count, cultivate, and connect the healthier affordable housing industry. Sheetza McGarry is HML’s key research assistant for this project.

As designers, we recognize the responsibility we have to ensure that the places we create are actively shaping our communities towards a healthier and more equitable future. It is no small feat, but one we can accomplish together — beginning with affordable homes.

Housing is one of the most influential spaces when it comes to human and environmental health. “Home” anchors our life and housing has the power to influence our social and physical health alike. So shouldn’t our projects reflect this?

Imagine! Millions of affordable homes that actively contribute to the resilience of both their residents and environments.

One of the greatest barriers to this is a lack of accessibility to information and communities that are working within the healthier affordable housing space. Aligned with the Lab’s mission to make healthier materials easier to access, Building Healthy Homes aims to bring affordable housing projects, practices, and materials into one easy-to-use place.

The project showcases the work firms are doing across the USA by continuously mapping each healthy and affordable unit. Participants submit projects through a submission form where the data is then analyzed and inputted into our Tableau dashboard’s map, material calculator, and toxin calculator.

Furthermore, Building Healthy Homes has provided a platform for HML to share the expertise of other designers, builders, and developers within this community to a wide range of audiences. Material lists, advice, methodology, and projects have are shared across all our platforms including the website, Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube, and a Tableau dashboard.

Building Healthy Homes has also been educational within the Lab. Through this project, we are able to analyze data on material use and accessibility within affordable housing development as well as tap into our extended community and assess the influence Healthy Material Lab’s resources have had.

By cataloging different application methods from recent, successful affordable housing projects we are providing the opportunity for those who are unaware about the materials to become advocates of its use in addition to existing practitioners to connect with each other.
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1st
MOST SAVED POST
ON INSTAGRAM IN Q2 2023

2nd
MOST SHARED POST
ON LINKEDIN IN Q2 2023

3rd
MOST COMMENTED
ON POST ON LINKED
IN Q2 2023

Selections from first BHH project update
Material trends from first 2 months of BHH Campaign (above), Cover from STAT Architecture’s BHH Case Study series (below)
**HML ADVOCATES ON THE MOVE**

- **AIA Pittsburgh:** Senior HML team presents the PA Hemp Home and process to AIA members
- **NYSID AND WellDesigned:** Catherine Murphy spoke about healthy and equity in interior design
- **Northern New Mexico College:** Alison Mears and Jonsara Ruth gave a lecture about building with hemp in collaboration with communities
- **Hudson Developers:** Alison Mears presented on Material Health and removing toxins from affordable housing
- **NYCHA:** Jonsara Ruth and Alison Mears presented an introductory seminar about Material health and affordable housing with the architecture and engineering teams
- **NYCHA:** Alison Mears discussed past demonstration projects and future material health goals and limitations with the construction team
- **Kansas Limestone School:** Leila Behjat and Catherine Murphy are working to support a housing project initiated by first and second graders at Limestone Community School
- **STAT Architects:** Alison Mears discussed goals and limitations in implementing healthy materials in affordable housing projects

**NEXT STEPS:**

- **Affordable Housing Newsletter:** Just as affordable housing is at the forefront of our mission at HML, our audience has made it clear that it is on of their top priorities as well. In response to their question, we are launching an affordable housing specific segment of our monthly newsletter that shares projects and directly answers some of their biggest questions:
  - Why are healthy materials important and how are they related to affordable housing?
  - How can people access affordable healthy materials?
  - How do we hold decision makers accountable?
  - How can we understand community needs around healthy materials and affordable housing?

- **Case Study Series (cont):** Alison Mears spoke with Habitat for Humanities about the realities of implementing healthier materials in low income housing, the importance of resident education, and where more extensive services are needed. This conversation will be included in an upcoming Building Healthy Homes Case Study

- **Vermont Workers Housing:** HML is beginning work on a new healthy model for workers housing in Vermont. The project will address physical health, accessibility to holistic wellness, education, and public care.
11. HML ADVOCATES AND NEXT STEPS

Research and innovation guides most of the lab’s production, yet, we know that we like to address big problems with even bigger realities. Therefore, a lot of our behind the scenes work includes consulting with other experts and listening to the challenges faced by people who work within the field, or directly impact it.

Our team is constantly engaging in conversations across the globe to educate residents, designers and shareholders; collaborate with other experts and communities; as well as learn from those who specialize in other areas of affordable health.

Highlights from this past year include presentations and discussions with state agencies such as NYSID and NYCHA, and presentations with leading industry organizations such as the AIA.

We also discussed harmful material practices with some of the largest building industry players such as Hudson Developers who reflected on the evolution of their specifications from more natural materials to composite toxic choices. We discussed the economic drivers behind these changes and other strategies they can explore to get back to their healthier roots!

We are also moving to bring our affordable housing mission more to the forefront of the Lab’s practice.

After surveying our audience, we found that many of them are not only passionate and curious about healthy materials, but about their intersection with affordable housing too! This coming year, we are launching an affordable housing newsletter segment to our monthly mailing list. We hope this helps us better organize our resources to reach those who need it most, and share the enlightening conversations and projects we engage in, more directly with our audience.

We also have a number of projects on the horizon. In addition to ongoing projects and initiatives, we are building a case study series as part of the Building Healthy Homes initiative. The goal is to connect practitioners with each other to see where they may learn from and help each other while sharing practical insights with our audience.

Furthermore, we know the best way to both teach and learn is by demonstrating. We are continuing to implement our findings and goals for the affordable housing industry directly into projects.
At HML, we believe the comprehensive and complete disclosure of building product contents is essential to drive behavior change in decision makers that impact the material health of our world. Access to educational programs and resources that share new knowledge to accurately document the contents of typical building products is a necessary part of this practice.

A fully informed decision-maker can select alternatives to toxic materials when the information about product toxic contents are disclosed, when feasible alternative choices are presented, and when the information is reliable and accessible.

How do decision makers access accurate information?

HML is using our broad and effective design expertise to demonstrate to key audiences how a reduction in toxic materials in building materials will improve the health of affordable housing residents, communities, and individuals who come into contact with materials at all stages of a product’s life cycle. We translate information into effectively designed and accessible materials to empower decision makers to make informed choices.
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12. THE DONGHIA HEALTHIER MATERIALS LIBRARY

The Donghia healthier Materials Library at Parsons School of Design is a resource center dedicated to helping designers make responsible materials decisions. With curated product collections and frameworks for evaluating materials, we offer guiding strategies and hands-on examples of products making positive impacts on human health, environmental justice, and social equity.

So what makes a “healthier” material?

While there is no universal standard for what makes a healthier material, we look to be holistic in considering the impacts materials can have through their extraction, procession, use, and disposal, and all those who may be affected along the way.

Open to students, faculty, and staff of The New School, the DhML is staffed with student researchers and research assistants during all open hours. In Year 8, we were proud to welcome many outside visitors for tours and discussions.

Engagement with the library moves visitors from unaware to advocate. More so, orientations serve as an opportunity to introduce students and professionals to the issue of material health.
90 VISITING DESIGNERS

11 DESIGN SECTORS W/ POTENTIAL IMPACT

RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
WORKPLACE
GOVERNMENT
MIXED USE
INSTITUTIONS
EDUCATION
RETAIL
HOSPITALITY
LANDSCAPE
LIGHTING
13. LIBRARY VISITS AND TOURS

DhML is proud to have welcomed many outside visitors to the Library in Year 8. Below, we have summarized some visits and HML’s strategy to offer guidance and inspiration to industry professionals to get more acquainted with material health.

**Marble Fairbanks -**

We met with architecture firm Marble Fairbanks for a general overview of The Healthy Materials Lab and Donghia Healthier Materials Library. In discussing their current projects, we learned the firm received government contracts for parks and public spaces and they wanted advice on healthier materials to specify.

**Studio Sofield -**

We met with Studio Sofield at The Library because of their interest in applying health and sustainability to their high-end residential and commercial projects. HML gave them resources and advice for hazard avoidance, and made recommendations for materials substitutions that fit their aesthetics.

**Deborah Berke -**

TenBerke is an NYC-based architecture practice with a portfolio of institutional, commercial, and residential projects. They came to visit the Library where we gave them an overview of the Healthy Materials Lab and material collections. We also provided guidance on ways to reorganize their library, materials substitutions, and best practices.

**ASID Metro Tour -**

Co-director Jonsara Ruth and Luam Melake conducted tours of HML and DhML for the American Society of Interior Designers (ASID), New York Metro Chapter. During the tours, HML was able to offer guiding strategies and hands-on examples of products making positive impacts on human health, environmental justice, and social equity.

Casual presentations and informative discussions can quickly bring those who are unaware, observers, or supporters up to the advocate level by sharing strategies and resources that can be implemented immediately in their practice of material health.
14. BLOG: FROM THE LIBRARY DRAWERS

Beginning in Year 8, HML is bringing you the latest research from the Donghia healthier Materials Library in a new blog series, From the Library Drawers. Our first blog post was titled, “What does the Biopreferred label mean?”

It is not easy to figure out what is in a biomaterial. One reason is that manufacturers want to retain their proprietary information. They have spent millions of dollars and years researching and developing new materials and do not want to give their information away for free. To help consumers understand these new products and manufacturers preserve their intellectual property, the U.S. The Department of Agriculture created the BioPreferred certification.

Biopreferred.gov defines biobased products as “derived from plants and other renewable agricultural, marine, and forestry materials and generally provide an alternative to conventionally petroleum derived products.”

The BioPreferred Program was created by the 2002 Farm Bill and expanded as part of the 2018 Farm Bill. The Program aims to increase the use of biobased products, which would create new jobs, provide new markets for farmers, and decrease America’s dependence on fossil fuels.

It is important to recognize that just because a product has a Biopreferred Label, it does not mean that it’s necessarily healthier. There are many examples of products made with biobased content that also contain toxics. Nevertheless, it’s good to understand how the United States Department of Agriculture prioritizes “biobased” materials.
Stills from HML's introduction video for NYCxDesign.
15. NYC X DESIGN DAYS

The Donghia Healthier Materials Library is stop 9 of 10 on NYCxDesign’s self-guided tour through New York City’s Nomad and Flatiron neighborhoods. Situated among other stops on the tour, like the Flatiron building or the New York Design Center, DhML brings material health to the conversation with design and culture.

HML’s Jonsara Ruth and Luam Melake sat down with NYCxDesign to record a brief introduction to the Library, its founding, and its goals. When the Lab was founded in 2015, the former Donghia Materials Library was transformed from materials collections to healthier materials collections, both for humans and for the planet. Today, the Lab continues to inform the collections held at the Library, while the Library serves as both a public-facing and internal resource for the research being done at the Lab.

Materials used in architecture and design are what are most prevalent in our collections as these materials affect human health and the health of our planet the most. The DhML also acknowledges that all industries could benefit from this knowledge and continues to strive to be a resource for all.

Under Luam’s leadership, the Library has been able to expand its reach into the world of alternative materials like those that are plant-based or bio-fabricated. This has created exciting opportunities for students, faculty, and researchers to design healthier spaces and objects.

NYCxDesign has a large following and attracts over **300,000 people** to New York City every year for its annual festival. HML’s inclusion in this digital tour introduces more people to our work and increases our following.
We are continually vetting new products to see if they meet our criteria.

**YEAR 8**

- 650 PRODUCTS VETTED IN TOTAL

**YEAR 7**

- 431 PRODUCTS VETTED IN TOTAL

Active correspondence regarding documentation and certification.

- 50 MANUFACTURERS WE'RE CONTACTING

- 25 MANUFACTURERS WE'RE CONTACTING
16. MATERIALS COLLECTIONS: HEALTHIER MODEL MAKING MATERIALS

In Year 8, HML continued adding new materials to our extensively vetted healthier materials collections. We also have curated new “thematic” collections to bring these products to more niches of the industry, making it even easier for people to find healthier materials specific to their needs. One of these collections has been the Healthier Model Making Materials, geared toward students, designers, artists, and architects.

Physical models and prototypes offer valuable opportunities for project development and evaluation. As with building materials, the health of materials used for model-making is crucial but can be a challenge when only a few manufacturers disclose ingredients. The lack of transparency may be partially due to a lack of requests from designers, architects and users in general. Many model-making materials are also exempt from publishing safety data sheets under OSHA’s definition of these products as “articles” (see OSHA definition for “article”).

With so little health information available, attention and ingenuity are vital. Ask questions. Be creative. Invent and innovate new materials. Grow your own mycelium, cast your own hemplime, work with found materials, make your own glue. Model making should echo the radical changes happening in building and create healthy, inventive options to materialize your ideas on a small scale.

Material collections increase engagement by building awareness of material health. HML researchers have organized these highly curated collections using strict criteria. By communicating this criteria to our users, we are helping to turn supporters into advocates.
A collaboration between BIG’s Model Making Center in their Copenhagen Studio and the Lab in NY is researching products and methods to make Architectural Model Making a craft that avoids hazardous substances and helps set an agenda for healthier building practices.

Two members of the HML team (Alison Mears and Leila Behjat) visited BIG Studio during a stay in Copenhagen. We began the meeting with Katrine Juul and sustainability team members from BIG IDEA. We then toured the Model Making Center, managed by Artemis Antonopoulou. The Center’s Model Making Leadership has taken steps to enhance health and sustainability in the space by installing air filter systems and adopting policies to reduce material waste.

The initial exchange sparked a collaboration that includes raising awareness of hazardous substances and establishing alternatives to products commonly used in Model Making, such as petrochemical-based foams, glues and paints.

“If we cannot create sustainable models, how can we create sustainable buildings?”

In the past, Designers and Architects had fixed ideas on the presentation of a design idea using readily available, inexpensive model-making materials. Consistent with Modern Architecture’s stylistic preferences for pristine white models, many architects have wire-cut white styrofoam to represent building volume and used a range of plastic board products to represent walls and openings. When laser cutters are used, the tendency is to use materials that reduce burn or bending marks. These practices are common and deeply rooted in Model Making. Often the time crunch in a project prevents the exploration of alternative, sustainable materials and making practices. Today, as we confront the climate crisis, we are moving from petroleum-based, toxic products to more bio- and mineral-based, low embodied and benign materials in our architectural construction practices. So why not explore these better materials in model-making?

Partnership with architecture and design firms like BIG helps turn supporters into advocates whose work directly impacts the material health of surrounding communities.
The ongoing investigation with BIG is twofold: finding healthier alternatives to products commonly used in model making on the one hand; on the other, offering and encouraging model-making methods with the adoption of principles of designing for disassembly. The explorations include using mechanical joining, and the incorporation of traditionally unconventional product options with the goal of avoiding harmful foams, glues and finishes and reducing waste.

In monthly team meetings, the project collaboration aims to elevate Model Making to be a gateway to healthier architectural design work. Experience shows that the incorporation of better practices in model prototypes brings designers on board: “Everything we’ve managed to change has come through making a sample”, is the observation of Phillipa Seagrave, a Lead in the Center.

An awareness of health hazards in products, and ingredient disclosure for transparency are crucial at the building scale. Establishing frameworks for healthier Best Practices starts with a healthier Project Model.
### BIG x HML - Healthier Model Making

#### 27 products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Ingredient Disclosures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive_Model Making</td>
<td>Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA)</td>
<td>Dick Blick Art Materials</td>
<td>Washable School Glue</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive_Model Making</td>
<td>Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA)</td>
<td>Dick Blick Art Materials</td>
<td>White Glue Stick</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive_Model Making</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Playbox</td>
<td>Wheat Paste</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Surface</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Coverings Etc.</td>
<td>Bio-Glass</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Surface</td>
<td>Hardboard</td>
<td>Ampersand Art</td>
<td>Hardboard</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Surface</td>
<td>MDF</td>
<td>Roseburg</td>
<td>Roseburg Medite II MDF</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Surface</td>
<td>Plywood</td>
<td>Columbia Forest Products</td>
<td>PureBond Classic Core® Plywood</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Surface</td>
<td>Plywood</td>
<td>Columbia Forest Products</td>
<td>PureBond Hardwood Plywood</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Surface</td>
<td>Solid Wood</td>
<td>Midwest Products</td>
<td>Basswood</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>Mycelium</td>
<td>Danielle Trofe</td>
<td>MushLume Lighting Collection</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>KTM Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>Green Cell Foam</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>Mycelium</td>
<td>Ecovative</td>
<td>Mushroom® Packaging</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>Polyactic Acid (PLA)</td>
<td>Symbra Technology</td>
<td>BioFoam</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>Starch</td>
<td>Paperfoam</td>
<td>Paperfoam</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint / Biobased</td>
<td>Linseed Oil</td>
<td>Ottosson</td>
<td>Linseed Oil Paint</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint / Mineral</td>
<td>Lime Cassein</td>
<td>The Real Milk Paint</td>
<td>Milk Paint</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint / Mineral</td>
<td>Potassium Silicate</td>
<td>Keim</td>
<td>Innostar</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pourables and Aggregates</td>
<td>Plaster</td>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>Plaster of Paris</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pourables and Aggregates</td>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>Simi Cakes and Confections</td>
<td>Isomalt</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculpting</td>
<td>Beeswax</td>
<td>Stockmar</td>
<td>Modelling Beeswax</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Sealant</td>
<td>Oil, Hemp</td>
<td>The Real Milk Paint</td>
<td>Hemp Oil</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Sealant</td>
<td>Oil, Linseed</td>
<td>Albback</td>
<td>Purified Boiled Linseed Oil</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Sealant</td>
<td>Oil, Linseed</td>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>Viking Linseed Oil Wax</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Sealant</td>
<td>Oil, Tung</td>
<td>The Real Milk Paint</td>
<td>Pure Tung Oil</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>Wool</td>
<td>FabriTRAK</td>
<td>FabriFELT™</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>Wool</td>
<td>Filzfelt</td>
<td>Smm Wool Design Felt</td>
<td>HPD Declare EP0 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Snippets from the Climate Action Database: Healthier Exhibition Materials
18. HML X GALLERIES COMMIT: HEALTHIER EXHIBITION MATERIALS

HML has partnered with Galleries Commit, a worker-led collective committed to a climate-conscious, resilient, and equitable future for New York City galleries.

Through rigorous evaluation, our team at HML / DhML created the Exhibition Products List, a live document that can be accessed through the Artists Commit Climate Action Database. This list includes many affordable material substitutions that can reduce a gallery’s environmental impact, such as mineral-based paints, MDF and plywoods made with soy-based binders and no added formaldehyde, and acrylic made entirely from recycled acrylic.

Along with being a publicly accessible resource, the Climate Action Database is a jointly shared database by several art and climate initiatives.

Partnerships with like-minded organizations allow our work to be shared among more people in different parts of the industry. They also provide opportunities to initiate conversations and action toward advancing material health.
DESIGNING WITH HEMP+ LIME

Open Source Detailing for Architects and Designers
At HML, we believe that the future of building can be carbon neutral, biodegradable, energy-efficient, and healthy if plant-based building products become the norm. HempLime is one of these materials that has excellent potential to be scaled and used widely—we are at the beginning of the learning curve.

As a companion to our Hemp + Lime guide released in 2020, the goal for this publication is to create a catalog of precedents to motivate other architects to use hemplime in future projects. With their permission, we redrew their design details to compare the various design and construction methods.

The following projects are featured for their masterful use of hemplime as a promising building material:

- Cape Cod Hemp House by Estes Twombly + Titrington with CH Newton, HempStone, Kiko Thébaud, Laurent Goudet AKTA – BVP and Anthony Néron (DuChanvre), 2022
- Case di Luce by Pedone Working with Equilibrium Ltd, 2016
- Lamia Santolina by YAS Architecture, Morleo Architecture, Angelo Melcarne with Scaff Systems (structural) and Messapia Style (hemp), 2021
- Pierre Chevet Sports Hall by Lemoal Lemoal with Baticible, 2021
- Wally Farms by Kaja Kühl (youarethecity) and Roger Cardinal Design with Lagonia Construction, Americhanvre, HempStone, and blocks manufactured by Coexist Build, 2022
- Woonhuis Balk by TWA Architecten with Agricola Bouw, 2020

Collaborators:
- Alison Mears, Director, Parsons Healthy Materials Lab
- Jonsara Ruth, Design Director, Parsons Healthy Materials Lab
- Meryl Smith, Researcher, HML
- Eric Hu, Postgraduate Researcher, HML

By cataloging different application methods from recent, successful hemp+lime projects we are providing the opportunity for those who are unaware about the materials to become advocates of its use.
Spreads from the “Designing with Hemp + Lime” Booklet
Pierre Chevet Sports Hall

Project Location: Cusset, Beaujolais, France
Year Completed: 2021
Architect: Lemoal Lemoal
Builder: Betcbolex

Project Description: Lemoal Lemoal's architecture and landscaping office has delivered the first new public building constructed with hemp-lime blocks in France, the Pierre Chevet sports hall for the town of Cusset-Baujolais. The fruitful collaboration between manufacturers, architects, and construction companies was the opportunity to experiment with an innovative and sustainable implementation.

The project's structural principle was led by the determination to employ long-lasting materials with multiple performances. The wooden hall-valued portico, which have a maximum space for practicing sports, lean against a wall of hemp-lime blocks for support. These hemp-lime blocks have been chosen for their many comforts and safety-enhancing qualities, among which are their high thermal, acoustical, and structural performances and fire resistance.

Made by the cement manufacturer Vital, a French cement group based in the Rhone Alpes region, the hemp-lime blocks chosen are manufactured with hemp hauls, agricultural material obtained from hemp, which until now has been without market. It comes from the inner part of the stem (also

Spreads from the “Designing with Hemp + Lime” Booklet
Parsons is a hub for national and international design research with extensive experience and capacity to work between theory and practice, through collaborations with a broad range of industry partners. As a trusted university partner, we provide neutral territory to enable a wide representation of stakeholders to convene and address all of the complex issues associated with the building materials system. Our research is informing our colleagues in professional practice and our fellow faculty through public lectures and presentations and through our social media presence.

Parsons is transforming the education of designers, and in so doing educating a new generation of design professionals who will carry their educational experience into their careers and transform industry. We are offering new studio classes, creating modules that can be incorporated into existing courses, and working with HAMP partners, such as HPDC, to develop curricular modules. With education as our platform, we are creating a greater understanding and awareness of the intersection of design and health.
INTRODUCTION TO HEALTHY MATERIALS LECTURE

CEH TOWN HALL

WORKSHOP W/ BARNARD COLLEGE

VIRGINIA TECH VISITING LECTURE SERIES

AVINASH RAJAGOPAL: GLOBAL IMPACT OF INTERIOR DESIGN

HML X LIMESTONE SCHOOL

FUTURE LEARN

ACADEMIC NETWORK
Parsons Healthy Materials Lab is dedicated to placing human health and ecologies at the center of every design decision to create healthier places for all people to live.

Established May 2015
Parsons School of Design | The New School | New York City

40% of annual global CO2 emissions from buildings

Global CO₂ Emissions by Sector

- Building Operations: 28%
- Building Materials (core & shell): ~22% (32%~10%)
- Building Mfg: ~18%
- Other Building Materials: ~10%
- Transport: 23%
- Other: ~6%
- Non-Building Mfg: ~13%
20. RETHINKING MATERIALS FOR DESIGN: INTRODUCTION TO HEALTHY MATERIALS LECTURE

At HML we explore the relationships between human health and building materials. We make presentations to a range of different groups. These presentations enable groups of designers and architects to become familiar with materiality.

The 21st century is marked by rapid and potentially catastrophic global climate change. We face the depletion of natural resources and the imminent degradation of the earth’s unique and varied ecosystems. Our actions as architects and designers have impacts on everyone: the most immediate and profound impacts we can have as designers are on the most vulnerable people in our communities. Let’s look at why that is so. Our indoor spaces are filled with invisible chemical hazards, making indoor air 3-5x more toxic than polluted outdoor air. How did we get here? Most of the chemicals that are commonly used in construction in the US are not regulated. Only 250 of the over 85,000 chemicals currently in use are tested and only five have been partially restricted by law. Many of these chemicals are toxic and are becoming part of everyone’s biology. There is also a direct connection between carbon emitted in the production of petrochemicals and the specification of petrochemical based building products. Reducing the use of these building products reduces carbon emissions and reduces the unregulated harmful chemicals that are the product of these processes. Many of the products that are typically used in current construction, contain the chemicals that are linked to human disease. Polystyrene, phthalates, BPA PVC and flame retardants are all linked to human diseases. These materials shed and release those chemicals into our built environments which are then absorbed and become part of our biological systems.

It is critical that we build healthier and more resilient communities. Dramatically reducing people’s exposure to harmful chemicals is an issue of equity and a public health priority to protect those who have suffered generations of institutionalized racism. In our work we look to remove these chemicals and propose viable, affordable and benign alternatives particularly in affordable housing.

These lectures allowed design students to get familiar with materiality and the concept of human health and chemicals in materials, spurring them on a journey to become supporters & advocates.
PARTICIPANTS

16
BARNARD COLLEGE

15
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

125
VIRGINIA TECH

153
TNS PARSONS SCHOOL OF DESIGN

14
LIMESTONE SCHOOL
## PROBLEMATIC CHEMICALS IN BUILDING MATERIALS

- **Polystyrene**: Styrofoam, Styrene
- **Formaldehyde**: Glauber's salt, Formalin
- **Arsenic**: Wood treatment, Wood preservative
- **Phthalates**: Plasticizer, Endocrine disruptor
- **Bisphenol A (BPA)**: Plasticizer, Endocrine disruptor
- **Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE)**: Flame retardant, Endocrine disruptor

## CANADA CHEMICAL REGULATIONS

- **28,000+ Chemicals** in the Domestic Substance List
- **4,300 tested**
- **1000+ chemicals** Restricted
  - Schedule 1 List (163 chemical groups/families)
- **2 chemicals** Virtual Elimination List
  - Hexachlorobutadiene
  - Perfluorooctane

## PATHWAYS INTO THE BODY

- **Inhalation**
- **Ingestion**
- **Dermal Absorption**
Material Palette

- Formaldehyde Free Plywood
  - Columbia Forest Products
- Engineered Wood Floors
  - HempWood
- Unglazed Colorbody Porcelain Tile
  - Daltile
- Lime Plaster with Lime Wash
  - Limeworks.us
- Linseed Oil Paint
  - Ottosson - Earth + Flax
- Mineral Paint
  - Keim
- Solid Granite
  - Precision Countertops

Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT) - MATERIAL COMPOSITION *

- Binder: PVC 47%
- Binder: bis-(2-ethylhexyl) terephthalate + 17%
- Binder: Dibenzoate +17%
- Filler: Dolomite <28%
- Filler: Calcium Carbonate 0.1000 - 28.5000%
- Colorant: minimal carbon black

*As reported by manufacturer

Linoleum - MATERIAL COMPOSITION *

- Binder: Linseed Oil 19%
- Binder: Gum Rosin 2%
- Binder: Tall Oil 9%
- Filler: Wood Flour 24%
- Filler: Calcium Carbonate 23%
- Filler: Reused Marmoleum 11%
- Backing: Japan 8%
- Pigment: Titanium Dioxide & various other pigments 2%
- Coating: Lacquer 1%

*As reported by manufacturer
21. CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH TOWN HALL

HML senior researcher and architect Leila Behjat took part in the Center for Environmental Health’s virtual townhall, The Great Indoors: Keeping Your Home Free of Toxics. Along with other industry professionals, Leila gave a presentation to educate Town Hall attendees on the history of how hazardous ingredients have become the norm in our building products, and offer strategies for reducing toxics in our homes and selecting healthier alternatives.

This event allowed for an unaware or observing audience to learn how they have the power to support and advocate for healthier materials in their own lives and homes.
Images from the Materials Workshop with Barnard College and Columbia University

16 PARTICIPANTS
22. MATERIALS WORKSHOP WITH BARNARD AND COLUMBIA

Have you ever wondered what the connection might be between embodied carbon, toxic chemicals, and what you design?

HML’s Cristina Handal and Co-director Alison Mears conducted a hands-on workshop at Columbia University and Barnard College to explore, discuss, react, and confront this question through the materials used in design and construction.

In this workshop we asked participants to begin with physical material samples. They were asked to rank materials from low embodied carbon to high embodied carbon and then overlay a ranking for chemical toxicity. This exercise helps participants to begin to understand fundamental material properties.

Sometimes the best way to learn is through hands-on experience. Workshops like these equip the audience with tangible experience and memories that they can use to advocate for material health going forward.
HEMP+LIME

100% Recyclable + Biodegradable
Regulates Indoor Humidity + Climate
Natural Carbon Sink
Energy Efficient Insulation
Naturally Fire Resistant
Mold and Pest Resistant
100 years certified

125+ ATTENDEES

Slides from Jonasara's lecture at Virginia Tech
23. VIRGINIA TECH: VISITING LECTURE SERIES

HML co-founder Jonsara Ruth visited Virginia Tech to give an introductory lecture to students of the School of Architecture + Design. Students and faculty from disciplines including industrial design, interior design, landscape architecture, architecture, and engineering listened to Jonsara’s presentation on healthy materials, hemplime, and other potential materials for the future. With over 100 people in attendance, the talk was followed by a lively Q&A, as well as Jonsara conducted tutorials for small groups of students in the Bio Design Research group.

Visiting lectures allow design students to get familiar with materiality and the concept of human health and chemicals in materials, spurring them on a journey to become supporters & advocates.
Slides from Jonasara's visit to Virginia Tech
Slides from Jonasara’s visit to Virginia Tech
2.28
The Global Impact of Interior Design
Avinash Rajagopal
Editor of Metropolis Magazine
6:00pm, 25 E 13th St, E 206 (2nd Floor)
24. AVINASH RAJAGOPAL: THE GLOBAL IMPACT OF INTERIOR DESIGN

Co-hosted with HML and Parsons Interior Design Programs, Metropolis Magazine Editor-in-Chief Avinash Rajagopal came to Parsons to discuss how interior designers can address climate, health, and equity through new tools and frameworks. We know that design practices have a substantial role in improving life on our planet. Via presentation and lively discussion, Avinash covered topics and strategies in line with those we use at HML. Discussions like these remind us that we can design at the cutting edge of our industry while at the same time ensuring a healthier, sustainable future for the next generations.
HML has the privilege of supporting a class of first and second graders at Limestone Community School that are tackling a healthier housing shortage in their community.

In early 2023, Madeline Herrera read “A Kid’s Book About Imagination” by Levar Burton to her class of first and second graders at Limestone Community School in Lawrence, Kansas. The book challenges readers to use their “superpower of imagination” to ask big “what if” questions. Inspired by the troubling sight of an unhoused family sleeping on the grounds at Limestone, one student asked, “What if everyone had parents and a home?”

The question sparked tough conversations about homelessness in Lawrence and some of the ways the students could help the family sleeping at Limestone. As kids do, they came up with a simple, no-nonsense response: why not just build them a house? So, the class got to work designing floor plans and making models of what a house needs to become a safe and comfortable home.

The students started out with lofty ambitions for homes with 12 bedrooms and bathrooms fit for a queen. Fortunately, Steve Vukelich, Vice President of collaborative design company Multistudio, offered his services to help the class re-work their designs to a feasible scale.

With the help of local partners who have offered services and land, the dream of building one home has expanded to four. Now, the students have to determine what these homes will be made of—enter Healthy Materials Lab. Having done previous projects on plastics pollution, the class knew that material choices matter and wanted some guidance on how to specify materials in their designs that would be healthy for future residents and the planet.

Our ongoing work with the Limestone School students is one of the many ways we use education to empower others to make healthier choices, for themselves and for the people they care about.
Senior Researchers Catherine Murphy and Leila Behjat met with the Limestone school class to answer their big materials questions: What’s better to use: wallpaper or paint? How can we reduce our use of plastic? What about flooring—carpet or hardwood? How can you make the space feel joyful and welcoming just from the materials you use?

The students came away from their design meeting with Catherine and Leila excited to spec healthy materials and Catherine and Leila, having received genuine encouragement from the students, came away re-energized and in awe of the determination of this group. Healthy Materials Lab will continue to meet the students throughout their process and has held preliminary talks with Multistudio, the architecture firm leading the home designs. HML will provide support and guidance on material selection and will work with manufacturers to secure healthy materials donations to the project.
MILLION PEOPLE USE FUTURE LEARN AS A LEARNING PLATFORM

Course Structure

Week 1: The Significance of Materials and Health

Week 2: Environmental Health and Vulnerable Populations

Week 3: Life Cycle of Materials

Images from Introduction to courses on Future Learn
26. FUTURE LEARN

In the Summer of Year 8, we launched our coursework with the online education platform Future Learn to offer 5 new HML courses, four of which will be part of their Expert Track program to new audiences. Future Learn is a platform of millions of people from around the world learning together. Online learning is as easy and natural as chatting with a group of friends.

The four courses are called Healthier Materials and Sustainable Building Expert. Consider this for a moment; the US population is universally exposed to thousands of chemicals from routine exposures in our day-to-day lives from everyday goods and products, to chemicals in building materials. This needs to change. Our places and spaces should not be the source of toxic exposure.

We need to use building materials that are truly healthier and safer to construct healthy buildings and make healthy cities. If we make these changes, not only will they benefit all people, but will also benefit the planet. But to make these kinds of systemic changes, we need to create new design processes that include everyone in the decision making process.

In these courses, students will discover how the materials used for constructing buildings can impact human health outcomes. We are expecting to have anywhere between 5,000 - 10,000 enrolled students per year.

The goal of this initiative is to create a platform on which healthy materials advocates can connect and share information with other advocates. The members of this network will ultimately impart their knowledge to unaware students.
Year 8
570 MEMBERS
200 DIFFERENT SCHOOLS

Year 7
231
84
27. ACADEMIC NETWORK

The Lab established a new network of architecture and design educators to support the open exchange of information about Material Health in the Built Environment. Faculty colleagues from Art and Design Colleges and Universities are invited to join. Parsons Healthy Materials Lab in New York City has been conducting design research on this critical new topic for design and architecture and we are creating a host of new information and resources. All of our information and resources are available to members of our academic network to use in their course materials and in their existing architecture and design programs. The network is free to join.

In exchange, the Lab asked that members, in turn, provide and share anything that they may be working on in this field in their own schools and communities. Not all members of the network have in-depth experience in the field of material health in the built environment. This topic is new to many. The Lab welcomed all experience and interest levels to join in the sharing of this information. All that is required of members is to participate in a conversation surrounding this topic. The goal of this initiative is to share trusted resources, create a platform on which healthy materials advocates can connect and share information with other advocates. The members of this network will ultimately impart their knowledge to architecture and design students—the new designers of a better future.

With the help of ModLab, HML continues to work to improve the interface of the Academic Network page by enhancing user experience for members.
RESOURCES FOR ACADEMIC MEMBERS AND FACULTY

Syllabus Support and Examples

- Syllabus support
- MFA Interior Design Studio 3: Fostering Healthier Futures
- MFA Interior Design Studio 3: NYC Dept of Health: Empowering Healthy Futures
- MFA Interior Design Studio 3: Healthy Living with Grocery

Teaching Tools

- Materials, their Chemistry, and Human Health
- Material Health Overview
- Certifications and Disclosures
- Material Health Chemistry
- Chemicals of Concern

Design Strategies

- Building Materials
- Construction and Post-Occupancy

Videos

- Navigation Guide to Healthy Materials Lab’s Website
- Affordable Housing and Beyond: Addressing the Needs of All Populations
- Beyond Transparency: Improving Product Decisions with Transparency and Material Health Information
- Transparency and Material Health “In Practice” - Accessing and Using Transparency and Material Health Information
- Managing Transparency and Materials Health in Practice: Introduction to Firm-Level Issues
ACADEMIC NETWORK MEMBERS

- RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
- DREXEL UNIVERSITY
- UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
- HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF DESIGN
- SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
- RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
- ELISAVA SCHOOL OF DESIGN & ENGINEERING
- VIRGINIA TECH
- UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
- NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN
- FASHION INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
- CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS
- TULANE
- ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
- UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
- DUKE UNIVERSITY
- TUFTS UNIVERSITY
- THE COOPER UNION
- UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
- DREW UNIVERSITY
- UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS LONDON
- APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY
- SUNY ALBANY
- UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
ADDITONAL MEMBERS OF OUR ACADEMIC NETWORK: California College of the Arts · Lesley University · U of MN College of Design · College of Dupage · College for Creative Studies · California College of the Arts · Smith College · The Art Institute of Tampa · Plymouth College of Art · Kingston School of Art · CUNY City Tech · Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising · Art Academy of Cincinnati · La Roche University · Middlebury College · North Branch Area High School · The School of the Art Institute Chicago · Massachusetts College of Art and Design · San Francisco Art Institute · Pennsylvania College of Art and Design · Villa Maria College · Kansas City Art Institute · Editora de la revista La Tadeo Dearte · Köln International School of Design · SUNY Buffalo State · Indiana University · SWPS University of Humanities and Social Sciences · Politechnical University of Catalonia · Ravensbourne University · Virginia Commonwealth University · Moore College of Art & Design · University of Tennessee
HML brings a range of expertise to the field of material health through the impactful use of a range of communications tools, including communications design and data visualization that support the translation of technical and scientific data into tools that influence decision makers. Drawing from industry consultants and in-house expertise, we are able to develop tactics and strategies to advance the mission of the Lab and accelerate change.

We have developed a communications plan to drive awareness, create demand, and drive change via new tools and resources. The plan identifies key HML platforms and their characteristics. Our planning enables us to connect all of our digital activities and funnel users through specific actions. The pathways enable us to convert participants to higher levels of engagement and expand our network – increasing our potential influence.
Year 8 represented the culmination of more than three years of consolidating, rewriting, translating and disseminating the research outcomes of HML’s 2019 symposium, “Material Health”. At the request of well known UK based/ internationally renowned architecture and design publishers Lund Humphries, these materials were collected, edited, and compiled into HML’s first publication “Material Health: Design Frontiers” published in the UK in November 2022.

How do we imagine new practices for architecture and design as we respond to today’s global challenges? How does an understanding of the fundamental issues threatening our planet and human species change the way we practice and teach? Understanding and forefronting Material Health creates healthier futures for everyone. A bright future is on the horizon if we can collectively design new paths forward for the built environments.

HML’s first publication explores the intersectional and complex meaning of health in the material world. We bring together people from a wide range of fields related to design, health, materials, climate change, environmental justice, and innovation to explore and bring definition to the new field of material health. Our intention is to ignite lively conversation, reveal new opportunities and launch ongoing relationships.

The collection of essays provides a platform to examine critical issues that constitute the burgeoning field of Material Health. We celebrate material innovation, grapple with new and long-sustained challenges in socially engaged research and practice, and critically reflect on necessary changes to architectural and interior design education and practice. Together, the exceptional perspectives explored in these essays identify viable alternatives and illuminate new paths for architecture and design. From a multi-disciplinary perspective, the book offers an overview of how design shapes our future and how the next decades will radically change through a deeper understanding of the fundamental issues threatening our communities, our planet, and the human species.

Books have been communicating and disseminating information for centuries. While our work at HML is ever-evolving, we find our first publication to be the embodiment of key aspects of our mission: collaboration and material health for humans and the Earth.
Our communications team directed much effort to supporting the launch of HML’s first book in Year 8. In the months leading up to the launch, we shared several “teasers,” including what the book would look like, what topics it would cover, as well as actual spreads from the book and information about our authors.

To celebrate the launch, we held our first in-person event since before the pandemic. HML co-founders Alison Mears and Jonsara Ruth spoke to the attendees about the highly collaborative process of the book’s making, as well as shared quotes from some of the essays. HML also provided several copies of the book itself to share with attendees, as well as a discount code for students.

80+ ATTENDEES
Metropolis Magazine added MH:DF to their list, “10 Architecture and Design Books Worth Adding to Your Reading List.” From the editors:

“Material Health: Design Frontiers, an eye-opening publication from Parsons School of Design’s Healthy Materials Lab, dives deep into the intersection of design and health. In this essential book, the Healthy Materials Lab takes readers on a journey through the innovative realm of sustainable design practices, covering topics such as decarbonization, waste and circular economies, and the building industry’s relationship to fossil fuels. Through case studies and expert analysis, it offers a comprehensive guide for architects and designers to create a built environment that promotes well-being and ecological balance. Showcasing cutting-edge research and design strategies that prioritize human and environmental well-being, this is a must-read for architects, designers, and anyone passionate about shaping a healthier world.”
Global Goods, Local Impact
Equity and Justice in Material Circulation and Disposal

ANA BAPTISTA
Assistant Professor of Environmental Policy and Sustainability Management and Co-director of Tishman Environment and Design Center, The New School, New York, US

Why not wait in the place I call home? The magical, beautiful city of Newark, New Jersey. Perhaps some people have not had the pleasure of living there, but many have at least driven through it. From there, we, or have owned products that have moved through it. More people than we might expect are intimately linked to Newark — whether they know it or not. I hope to bring everyone closer to the city of Newark through two stories — one of goods and the other of garbage. I think these are the two most visible, yet tacit ways to think about material health, the environment and the work that I do with communities.

I want to tell these two stories that are key to these stories: environmental justice and environmental racism. We often think about environmental justice in the right that all people have to a healthy environment — in particular, people of color and low-income, Indigenous, marginalized or dislocation-displaced communities around the world. We all have a right to a breathing place to live and play, to breathe our environment and to be shaped by our environment in positive ways. That is the ideal of environmental justice. But environmental racism, in particular with regard to white privilege, means that there is

The Air in There

AARON DORF
Architect, Director of Snehetta, US

'Sustainable' is a broad term — a very broad term — that touches on every aspect of the design and building process. Many architects and designers, myself included, have been focusing on a body of work that tries to take on that very broad sense of sustainability, to explore the boundaries and find out how far we can push projects beyond the certainties that we have today.

I am a director and architect at Snehetta, an architecture, landscape, and design practice, where I have worked for the past 12 years. It has been practice for over 10 years, primarily in North America and Europe, with projects and additional offices that we have in New York and San Francisco, which together focus on our North and South American work. Some of the larger projects that we have been known for include the Oslo Opera House, completed in 2005; the National September 11th Memorial Museum Pavilion, the entry building at the World Trade Center site, completed in 2011; and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA)'s expansion, completed in 2016. These projects have been critical reflection points in the history of Snehetta and have given us a chance to build global outreach.

There is, however, another body of projects that we refer to as ‘powerhouse projects’ — each a different research
Building a Circular Future

Lasse Lind
Architect, 3XN, Copenhagen

It has been projected that within the course of the next 50 years, humans will hold so much globally as we have done previously throughout all of human history. To accommodate global urbanization, humanity is going to create an immense number of buildings. This urban scaling is already happening, of course – most clearly visible in so-called emerging economies, like Shanghai around 88E and again in 2053. This trend, taken together with the statistics that our current built environment is responsible for roughly 40% of the CO2 emissions globally, and roughly 30% of waste generation, suggests an overwhelmingly daunting task for future generations.

But as 3D printers in architecture, we try not to be overly pessimistic. Problems and solutions do not go well together – why would anyone want to create something if there isn’t a belief in the future? So, we accept the challenges of the current world – we don’t deny them, we embrace them. We try to change them into positive drivers for the design work that we do – we think there is no tabula rasa.

To us, the work of placemaking is a crucial part of the building. ‘Ideas’ is key. It doesn’t matter if it’s the patron or the tenant who comes up with the idea – the idea is what drives us. We focus mainly on Northern Europe, with some projects in Canada and Australia, and we design a wide variety of building typologies. Perhaps what really

Decarbonizing Materials and Climate

Charlotte McCurdy
Designer and Assistant Professor of Product Design, Rhode Island School of Design, US

What do we mean when we say we need to reduce carbon? We hear a lot of talk about decarbonization but what exactly would decarbonizing our cities look like? Climate change is terrifying and paralyzing to think about and clear discussion of what action on climate would really mean for day-to-day life is consequently lacking. This lack of tangible, absurd changes of a livable future, in turn, further contributes to the concern and paralysis.

In terms of solutions associated with energy generation, we have solved the technological problems. Solar and wind alternatives are now cost competitive, battery tech is on the verge of breakthrough to being cost competitive. A low-carbon energy reality is now the not-so-distant future. So what problems are left in that future lower emissions world, when we are not longer burning quires as much food for energy?

We will still be using fossil fuels as materials. We will still be burning down rainforests and releasing the embedded carbon that is stored in those systems. We will still have to deal with the third global emissions: corporate or indirect emissions. In fact, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released new guidelines on the ways in which countries are being asked to measure and report these kinds of greenhouse gas emissions.

This is the first update on how these emissions are measured since 2006, so the data is about to get clearer and that will give us a better picture about the present, and the future.

Spreads from Material Health: Design Frontiers by Healthy Materials Lab
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Communication Strategy, Online Traffic Flow

- **THE NEW SCHOOL WEBSITE**
- **DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER COMMS**
  - EMAIL
  - BLOG
  - NEWSLETTER
- **TNS + PARTNER EVENTS**
  - EVENTS
    - IN PERSON
    - VIRTUAL
- **SOCIAL MEDIA**
  - INSTAGRAM
  - LINKEDIN
  - TWITTER
  - PAID GOOGLE ADS
- **FREE EDUCATIONAL CONTENT**
  - PDF DOWNLOADS
  - YOUTUBE
  - PODCAST
- **LINKS TO HAMP PARTNERS THROUGH RESOURCES**
  - RESEARCH + DESIGN
  - DONGHIA HEALTHIER MATERIALS LIBRARY
  - E-LEARNING COURSES

The New School Parsons Healthy Materials Lab
We have continued to develop, modify, and optimize our multi-pronged communication plan to drive awareness, create demand and drive change via new tools and resources. We have developed new strategies with the goal of increasing our audience and transforming practice at multiple scales. Our strategic communications plan includes the marketing of our online certificate program, promotion of our public events, sharing takeaways from our research, and awareness around innovative designers and materials on the forefront of the healthy materials field.

Through surveys, networking, and other research tools, we have gained deeper understanding and insight into our various audiences and honed our messaging accordingly. We have refined how, where, and when we message our various audience segments, which include undergraduate and graduate design students, practicing architects and designers, faculty, and community based organizations, in order to optimize our engagement with them.

In Year 8, the HML communications team began deeply analyzing data and metrics of all of our communications efforts. This involved compiling information and meeting monthly to identify strengths and room for improvement in our communication strategy. These meetings help steer the direction of our communication, as it is ever evolving. The next spread includes examples of data and metrics collected each month.
**WEBSITE ANALYTICS**

For the website analytics, we look at Page Views, PDF Downloads, Total Visitors, how users find our website. We compare all of these items from month to month.

![Top 10 PDF Downloads - 2022](image)

**TWITTER ANALYTICS**

For Twitter analytics, we look at overall visitors, likes, post engagements and overall performance. We then adjust what and how we post accordingly.

![Twitter Analytics - August and Sept](image)

More followers and more tweets does not necessarily mean more engagement, but at some point it would. Monthly difference (color in comp to last month's difference)

Aug to Sept:
- Tweets: +3
- Impressions: +107
- Profile visits: +61
- Mentions: +22
- Followers: -2
LINKEDIN ANALYTICS
Our LinkedIn page brings together a lot of our social media content. We look at post highlights, impressions, followers, visitors and shares.

INSTAGRAM ANALYTICS
Instagram is a great tool for communicating and sharing. We look at our best performing posts compared to our worst, followers, impression, reach, profile views and overall engagement.
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YEAR 8

- **68,447** USERS
- **198,889** PAGE VIEWS
- **102,599** SESSIONS
- **3:57** AVG. SESSION DURATION (MIN)

YEAR 7

- **65,135** USERS
- **183,743** PAGE VIEWS
- **97,126** SESSIONS
- **3:38** AVG. SESSION DURATION (MIN)

HML WEBSITE ORGANIZATION

The website is organized in order to address the needs of audience members ranging from Unaware to Advocate by providing information that introduces the issue and a host of different resources.

Healthy Affordable Housing
How We Make Affordable Housing Healthier
Resources for Affordable Housing Providers

Material Collections
Healthier Building Products
Healthier Design Alternatives
Natural and Healthy
Databases of Certified Products
Design Forward Product Libraries

Learning Hub
Education Resources
Online Courses
Events on Demand
Short Courses
Resources
Education Events

Projects
Podcast
Case Studies
Demonstrations
Annual Reports

Tools & Guides
HML Resources
HML Textile Guides
Material Health Research
Best Practices
Materials Guidance
Healthy Materials Lab’s website promotes transparency and advocates for an industry wide change in the material specification process. The goal of the website is to situate human and environmental health considerations as central to material specification. The website collects and curates a library of resources, including new content generated by HML, and is the virtual counterpart to the Parsons Donghia Healthier Materials Library physical collection of materials. By consolidating these resources into a simple online interface, the site increases accessibility and facilitates the practical implementation of healthier building practices.

We forefront easy navigation and search functions to enable users to access concise information and navigate to their specific needs. The simple text is complemented by intuitive graphics, first person narratives and stories, and suggestions for related content throughout. The interconnections created between subjects emphasize the systemic nature of complex topics and allow users to easily access information.

As the site grows and evolves, we have developed additional tools and added more useful information. We are constantly working to improve user experience and clarity.

The HML website represents one of the most comprehensive efforts to guide audience members up the ladder of engagement from unaware all the way to advocate.
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Material Collections

Looking for a healthier material or building product? Specify healthier, sustainable, low-carbon choices starting with these examples.

**Healthy Building Products**

These collections contain examples of healthier options, which disclose a minimum of 75% of ingredients by weight and avoid the most significant health concerns. Critical to our evaluation process is the impact of materials on human and environmental health throughout their lifecycle.

- Composite Wood Products
- Countertops
- Insulation
- Wallboard

**Healthier Design Alternatives**

From material-making to finishing, throughout space, human and environmental health considerations must be forefronted throughout the entire design process. These curated product collections contain products that contribute to a healthier design in a range of areas.

- Healthier Model-Making Materials
- Biofabricated Materials
- Hemp Lime
- Textiles

**Natural and Healthy Collections**

Natural materials combined with current technology can produce high-performing and healthier building products. For example, many natural materials are free from toxic additives such as PFAS or flame retardant chemicals. Because they also biodegrade at the end of their useful life, these materials may also benefit the health of soil, water, and ecosystems.

- Animal
- Plant
- Mycelium-Based
- Bacterial
YEAR 8
14.1k FOLLOWERS
1,902 FOLLOWING
1,248 NUMBER OF POSTS

YEAR 7
11.1k FOLLOWERS
1,782 FOLLOWING
1,041 NUMBER OF POSTS

HML Instagram profile
31. INSTAGRAM

Instagram is a large part of our communications strategy to strengthen industry partnerships, cross-promote content, and reach a wider audience. In Year 8, we continued initiatives such as Material Mondays to share information about healthier material alternatives in a way that is engaging for designers and millennials alike.

We plan to continue using Instagram as an effective tool to develop HML’s communication strategy, broaden our reach, and support our theory of change. As one of our key learnings, we found that Instagram is a great platform for building a network of independent designers who are pushing the boundaries of using healthier materials in new ways.

We use the “link in bio” feature on our Instagram to connect people to our other communications outlets and initiatives, like our newsletter signup, Trace Material Podcast, Building Healthy Homes submission page, and the HML website.

Instagram helps to increase supporters and broaden awareness of healthier materials among a design audience. Our account disseminates resources and knowledge of healthier materials in a visually engaging way that is both friendly and authoritative.
In Year 7, we learned that Instagram posts driven by educational content are the posts that perform best - meaning, these posts are “saved” the most so that people can refer back to them, they reach the highest number of accounts, and they gain us followers.

In Year 8, we used Instagram to not only promote ongoing projects, research, and workings of the lab, but to also post digestible pieces of information. Posts featuring materials and products we love and announcements for events and new resources increased engagement while disseminating knowledge to a wide audience.

17.2K
AVG. NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS REACHED PER MONTH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likes</th>
<th>Accounts Reached</th>
<th>Saves</th>
<th>Impressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>675</td>
<td>7,271</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>9,366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471</td>
<td>6,578</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>7,827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>4,203</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>5,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>3,840</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>6,487</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>6,126</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>7,060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Year 8, our communications team put forth more effort to announce all events, presentations, panels and discussions that our team had either organized or participated in. This created more traffic and more attendees to events, especially those that were virtual.
In Year 8, our communications team boosted efforts to direct traffic to the HML website to see our recorded events and lectures. We love the chance to connect with one another in person, but a hidden perk of virtual events has been that we can reach more attendees by making it so they can watch and learn about healthy materials and affordable housing on their own time.
Healthy Materials Lab at Parsons School of Design

Create Healthier Spaces and Support Healthier Lives Through Innovation, Education, Communications

Design Services: New York, NY • 4,207 followers • 19 employees

Overview

We are Healthy Materials Lab at Parsons School of Design, dedicated to a world in which people's health is placed at the center of all design decisions. We are committed to raising awareness about toxics in building products and to creating resources for all designers and architects to change practice and make healthier places for all people to live.

Website
http://www.healthymaterialslab.org

Industry
Design Services

Company size
11-50 employees
19 on LinkedIn

Headquarters
New York, NY

Founded
2015

Specialties
sustainability, research, materials, material innovation, material science, affordable housing, health, building materials, building products, healthy materials, parsons school of design, design, vulnerable populations, toxics, manufacturers, education, industry development, innovation, e-Learning, human health, and the new school
32. LINKEDIN

As a platform, LinkedIn has achieved record growth in the past year, with a total of 900 million users. In Year 8, we managed to double our following while creating around 200 posts.

We have been using a LinkedIn company page to connect with individual professionals or companies that are neither on Instagram or Facebook or that prefer using this platform for their professional connections and interactions. Our followers on LinkedIn are mostly from the following industries: architecture & planning, design, higher education, construction, building materials, real estate, environmental services, civil engineering, research and nonprofit organization management. We lean on this channel to communicate to professionals about our eLearning programs, invite followers to our events and share news or calls to action from the HAMP partners and other organizations that align with our mission.

LinkedIn Visitors Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>Architecture and Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>Design Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>Interior Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Research Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Non-Profit Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>Wholesale Building Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>Business and Consulting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LinkedIn helps to increase supporters and broaden awareness of healthier materials among professionals. Our account disseminates resources and knowledge of healthier materials in a visually engaging way and allows us to easily connect with other professionals working in related fields and keep track of developments in the industry.
On LinkedIn, we are able to compare our followers and engagement statistics with others like us on the platform. This gives us an idea of where we stand among our competitors and ideas for improvement. After the growth we achieved in Year 8, we are proud to rank at the top in terms of followers and engagement with our content.

We see our reach as an important part of our mission; the more people and accounts we can reach, the more potential for impact we have. For this reason, it is worth mentioning that the individual networks of HML co-founders and senior researchers often act as extensions of our collective network. These HML leaders share our work, and we share theirs as well as tag their accounts in our posts. This practice increases our reach and engagement.
HML’s LinkedIn Account: Competitor Analytics (top) and best performing posts (bottom).
Healthy Affordable Housing for All. [Donate today.](#)

March 2023

Learn about our latest collaboration!

[Community MusicWorks (CMW)](#) has been serving communities in Providence, RI for 25 years, guided by the mission to create a “cohesive community through music education that transforms the lives of children, families, and musicians.” We’re collaborating with CMW and [3SIXO](#) architects to facilitate the inclusion of material health into the building of their new center.

[Read about the project](#)
Within this grant year, we continued to send out newsletters to our almost 14,000 subscribers. In the previous years, newsletters were sent out periodically, but we made an effort to increase the frequency to every month. We have continued to track how many of our subscribers open the newsletters we send. We saw an increase in our open rate in Year Eight, which now is at 40% (the industry average is 21%).

### Year Eight Newsletter Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscribers</td>
<td>13,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Newsletters Sent</td>
<td>58,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Newsletters Opened</td>
<td>5,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Opens per Month</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our monthly newsletters have increased engagement and interest in our on-going projects which results in observers becoming supporters & advocates.
TRACE MATERIAL RANKS AMONG THE TOP 10% OF PODCASTS GLOBALLY.

via Buzzsprout, one of the world’s largest podcast hosting platforms.

50,181 DOWNLOADS YEAR 8

30,616 DOWNLOADS YEAR 7
In Year 8, we released Season 3 of Trace Material, a podcast produced by Healthy Materials Lab that breaks down the building blocks of our constructed environment, one material at a time.

The episodes of season 3 averaged 492 downloads in their first week of publication, an improvement over the second season. According to updated 2023 stats from Buzzsprout, one of the largest podcast hosting platforms in the world, podcasts that receive more than 443 downloads in their first seven days are in the top 10% of podcasts globally.

With minimal budget for marketing, our communications team has managed to grow our diverse audience through engaging campaigns across social media and through our existing networks. Word of mouth and press coverage has further expanded our reach as we continue to promote this season of the podcast.

As a design-led research lab, we’ve been reminded once again that centering human stories is a critical part of our work. That humanities focus helped us resonate with our audience. Here’s what some of our general audience had to say in our Apple Podcast reviews:

“This show provided me with useful and incredibly relevant information. The hosts are so good at making the information easy to understand, while not doing anything down for the listener and providing clear context both historically and in present day. I can’t stop recommending it to friends/family!”

“A very good podcast with easy to listen to hosts. Well thought out, low key, and in depth.”

“Very encouraging and presents a silver lining to all the destruction we’ve seen”

“Thanks for exploring a vibrant and responsible episode about fungi. I’m a big advocate and follower of fungi in all its permutations. Looking forward to the future episodes!”

Ashley Lusk recommended Trace Material for Bello Collective:

“Don’t let the publisher fool you: Trace Material may come from the Parsons School of Design’s Healthy Materials Lab, but it’s anything but academic ... if you want to say you’re listening to a podcast about climate change without saying you’re listening to a podcast about climate change, add Trace Material to your queue.”

Podcasts are a method of storytelling that can move people up the ladder of engagement in an entertaining way. In this season of Trace Material, we dig into an experimental material and its potential to an unaware or observing audience.
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Images from Leila’s experience at the 2023 Heimtextil Trade Show
35. FIELD RESEARCH

In Year 8, HML continued our Field Research by documenting experiences at trade shows or exhibitions.

Senior researcher Leila Behjat attended the 2023 Heimtextil Trade Show. The “Textiles Matter,” Future Materials Library exhibition by Franklin Till was of greatest interest as it explored four key routes to circularity. While the title seemed to focus on traditional textiles, the exhibit gave space to prototypes and products beyond fabrics in four paths to circularity. The four paths were grouped in two cycles: The technical cycle held the paths “Make and Remake” & “Continuous” and The Biological Cycle held the paths “From Earth” & “Nature Engineered.”

The correlations between the textile and building world are manifold. Speaking with the exhibitors at these stands was a natural conversation on transparency, the curiosity about “what is inside,” avoidance of toxics, and the idea that products need to answer to sustainability and health coherently throughout their lives.

The entrepreneurial, experimental spirit was contagious and seeing huge groups of people from all over the world learning, exploring and documenting these innovations and products showed that these topics are becoming more front of mind. Particularly the Nature Engineered section showed interesting products made from hemp, mycelium, sunflowers or brick and highlighted how agile the world of design innovation is.

Field research is an effective and refreshing way for our team to get inspired and expand our work. Seeing these products and innovations in person informs our exploring, research, and material vetting. A few product examples found at the trade show have been vetted and samples requested for the library.

Creating content and posting about our team members field research adds a new type of dissemination. This creates new observers and supporters.
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Online Courses offered from HML

4 COURSES
22 HOURS OF VIDEO
134 INTERVIEWS
24 ORGANIZATIONS
11 EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
5 CONTINENTS
11 COUNTRIES
18 ARCHITECTS
7 DESIGNERS

HEALTHIER MATERIALS & SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS

HEALTHIER SUSTAINABLE AFFORDABLE HOUSING

7 SCIENTISTS
18 PROFESSORS
3 ENTREPRENEURS
3 STRATEGIC CONSULTANTS
1 PEDIATRICIAN
1 LAWYER
1 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST
1 MARKETING CONSULTANT

Online Courses offered from HML
We have continued developing our marketing strategy for the online education programs. One of the goals in this year’s campaigns was to ensure we were speaking to the different professionals that the programs are geared for, including architects and designers, but also contractors and manufacturers. This led us to vary the choice of words between design, develop, build, craft and innovate.

We conducted two live virtual open houses for interested participants to ask questions and hear from the program alumni. Detailed accounts of these events can be found in the Education section of this report.

36. E-LEARNING MARKETING

Much of our communications efforts are focused targeting observers and enrolling them in the eLearning program. The courses are designed to turn participants into advocates.
We are growing our E-learning network. In Year 8, we prepared for the launch of coursework by HML on Coursera, a global online learning platform. HML coursework can also be accessed via FutureLearn. In Year 9, we will expand our education content to YouTube, where people will be able to access free information about healthy materials and affordable housing.

These efforts are in addition to our existing coursework through The New School, and our involvement in the development of the Six Classes series by the Green Science Policy Institute.

**2,000+ TOTAL STUDENTS LEARNING IN YEAR 8**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The New School (Parsons)</td>
<td>1,130 students summer/fall '22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coursera</td>
<td>892 students spring '23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Learn</td>
<td>4,000+ students since april '23 launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SixClasses.org</td>
<td>600+ students enrolled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN SCIENCE POLICY INSTITUTE</td>
<td>52,000 youtube views to date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>566 subscribers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57 videos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MORE TO COME IN YEAR 9!
Some featured innovations and other finalists.
HML’s work with Kia Weatherspoon is featured in Season 3, Episode 4 of America by Design Innovations. In the episode, Lucy Jones interviews Kia about her work in design equity in affordable housing. Both HML and Kia believe that access to aesthetics and health must not be determined by socio-economic status. All communities, including low-income communities, deserve to live in homes that will enable them to thrive.

HML’s task with Kia Weatherspoon’s firm, Determined by Design, involves designing elegant and healthy affordable housing. In the episode of America by Design, HML co-founders Alison Mears and Jonsara Ruth help Kia select healthier finishes than the standard and toxic vinyl, as well as explain the importance of Kia’s work.

HML’s and Kia’s work in Design Equity went on to become a finalist in AbD Innovations Season 3.
Stills from Episode 3 where Kia's work with HML in Design Equity is featured.
Stills from Episode 3 where Kia’s work with HML in Design Equity is featured.
Communication and Dissemination

90,000+ Subscribers

Architectural Record

2022 Women in Architecture Awards

HML’s co-founders Alison Mears (left) and Jonsara Ruth (right).
HML co-founders Jonsara Ruth and Alison Mears were awarded Architectural Record’s Women in Architecture Innovators Award.

Design innovation begins with materials.

We’re invested in a future where our Health, in the largest sense - societal, urban, economic, political, environmental and people’s health - will thrive. What if we change our design practices to construct a new future? We hope that architects and designers will be inspired to build many more healthy affordable homes. Parson’s Healthy Materials Lab is here to facilitate the process—we provide designers, architects and professionals in the building industry with the resources and support they need in designing healthier places for all people.

We thank Architectural Record for spotlighting the importance of material health and innovation in healthier design practices.
Communication and Dissemination

Headlines for Architectural Digest and Dwell articles featuring quotes from HML’s Jonsara Ruth

Is It Officially Time to Ditch PFAS?
California is eliminating PFAS, or “forever chemicals,” in textiles by 2023. Is it time designers everywhere followed suit?

By Christopher Palmer
December 05, 2023

Do You Need to Worry About VOCs?
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are all around us, but part of the solution to this problem is as easy as opening a window.

Text by Bridget Reed Morawski
Illustrations by Scott Wilson
39. INTERVIEWS: ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST AND DWELL

Jonsara Ruth of HML and Mary Holt of Carnegie Fabrics were interviewed as part of Architectural Digest’s article, “Is it Officially Time to Ditch PFAs?” The article written by Christina Poletto explains what per- and polyflourinated substances (PFAS) are and why they are a problematic additive in our interiors and homes.

“People are exposed to [chemicals] in their homes, but also if they live or work near production or disposal facilities. And, not surprisingly, underserved communities are disproportionately exposed. That is why our work focuses specifically on improving the homes of people living in public or affordable housing.”

Jonsara Ruth for Architectural Digest
NY11+ Exhibition: ‘Wellness of Interior Design’ with Prestigious New York Interior Design Colleges at Port Authority Midtown Bus Terminal

Images from the NY11+ Exhibition at Port Authority Bus Terminal

60+ ATTENDEES
HML Co-director Jonsara Ruth was a panelist at the NY11+ Exhibition: “Wellness of Interior Design” with Prestigious New York Interior Design Colleges at Port Authority Midtown Bus Terminal.

“In this substantial exhibit in a main thoroughfare, the work of interior design students are displayed to educate the public on the benefits and potential of studying and practicing interior design. The focus of the exhibit is to highlight one of the most relevant issues of our day: HEALTH+SAFETY+WELFARE+WELLNESS.”

HML presence at public exhibitions like NY11+ can help people go from unaware all the way to advocate. These events have ripple effects; they educate, they inspire, and they can even recruit people to participate in our field of action.
67% who took this survey were architects and designers.

92% of respondents indicated affordable housing as the top issue they care about.

50% want to know more about how affordable housing and healthy materials are related.

40% want to know how community needs are related to healthy materials and affordable housing.

40% want to know how to hold decision makers accountable.

49% want to hear from us on Instagram.

34% want more educational courses.

63% want to hear from us through our website/blog.

34% want to hear from us via LinkedIn.

67% who took this survey were architects and designers.
A new communications initiative that we started in Year 8 takes the form of an email survey for expanding our audience and outreach. Over the summer, we sent surveys to over 500 people on our email list. The questions we included covered demographics, topics of interest, current challenges or barriers for change, and best forms of communication. We feel it is important for us to reach out directly to our audience as a way of keeping our work relevant and useful to them. We were excited and enlightened by this year’s survey results, and plan to continue this initiative to larger audiences in the future.
HML is continuously working with government agencies, designers, residents, advocates, and other organization to material specification process and establish better industry guidelines for material health. By working on both large-scale policy shifts, applied demonstrations, and audience specific conversations and workshops, HML aims to create systemic, long-term changes in practices that will affect the entire building materials chain - and the people who occupy these spaces.

In Year 8, members of HML participated in leading industry panels, gave presentations at offices and conferences around the globe, and engaged professionals from different sectors of design, affordable housing, construction, and fashion.

These events and conversations are critical to the work we do. Not only are they opportunities to share our knowledge about materials and health, it allows us to more specifically understand where the industry is and personally connect with the people within it. Furthermore, each connection is an opportunity within various industries and communities to increase our audience and create more healthy material advocates.
WANTED DESIGN
42. WANTEDDESIGN: ECO SOLIDARITY TALKS

HML co-founder and Design Director Jonsara Ruth was a panelist and member of the 2022 ECO Solidarity 2022 Advisory Committee.

During the panel, Jonsara noted that:

“It is more and more evident that pressures, such as climate change and harmful pollutants, are challenging the health and lives of communities globally, and it’s clearer than ever that designers need to respond and can make a real difference for future generations on our planet.”

The initiative partners with EUNIC and nine of its cultural organizations to present an exhibition and hold discussions with an engaged New York City audience. The exhibition was designed and curated by architect Deborah Wang and explores “radical sustainability” through urban and product design, energy, and waste.

75 ATTENDEES

Initiatives like ECO Solidarity move “conversation to implementation of solution” in helping to heal the planet through design.
Upcoming Case Study

Photos from presentation.
43. AIA PITTSBURG PRESENTATION

HML Co-founder Jonsara Ruth and post-graduate researcher Meryl Smith presented our PA Hemp Home Project to members of the AIA’s Pittsburgh chapter.

In the presentation, Jonsara and Meryl summarized the project and gave pertinent details about the process of adapting a home that was initially designed with mostly petroleum-based finishes. Beyond being a healthy home, the PA Hemp Home is a model for how architects and designers can adapt structures to be more healthy for people and for the planet. The presentation included examples for how HML replaced petroleum-based building products with healthy versions: vinyl siding was replaced with a wooden rainscreen, petroleum-based insulation replaced with HempLime, vinyl tiles replaced with ceramic tiles, and laminate countertops replaced with granite.

This event was an opportunity to speak to leading professionals in the architecture industry and present them with not only professional critique, discourse, and research but applied and successful solutions.
44. CARBON SEQUESTERING SYMPOSIUM


A combination of lectures and participatory workshops, this event brought students, industry members, and professionals across all fields of science and design together to participate in the critical discourse of design’s carbon impact, and develop solutions together.

HML Co-founder and Director Alison Mears gave the opening remarks at the Symposium and was a panelist for the discussion segment titled “How to move forward?”.

This event, composed of eight segments created the space for in-depth exploration and collaboration of the intricacies of the building industries carbon impact and allowed both advocates, unaware, and supporters to not only learn from each other, but actively develop new strategies.
Rethinking Materials for Design

Material Health  Human Health  Environmental Health  Healthy Spaces

Jonsara Ruth
Co-Founder & Design Director, Healthy Materials Lab
Associate Professor, Interior Design
Parsons School of Design | The New School

Leila Behjat
Senior Researcher of Materials, Practice and Design
Healthy Materials Lab | Parsons School of Design
Architect

US CHEMICAL REGULATIONS

86,000+ chemicals
only 250 tested

62,000 (99%) chemicals were "grandfathered" in 1976

5 chemicals (partially) restricted
- Asbestos
- PCBs
- Dioxin
- Chlorofluorocarbons
- Hexavalent chromium

THE 10-STEP PROCESS
45. GENSLER SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS RESOURCE GROUP

Our material choices have immense impacts. Jonsara Ruth and Leila Behjat presented to Gensler’s New York practice. With 53 offices worldwide, Gensler is one of the world’s leading firms in civic, residential, and commercial projects worldwide.

During the presentation, the HML team discussed how our decisions about which materials or things we include in a design directly impacts the future health of people, communities, ecologies, and ultimately, the future of health of the planet we all depend on.

As part of Gensler’s commitment to sustainable and compassionate design, this presentation encouraged Gensler to reorganize their in-house materials library, change their design choices, and bring on healthy material researchers dedicated to developing the firm’s resources and knowledge.

Hosting discussions with industry supporters who have immense impact on the world’s built environment not only spreads awareness outside of NYC but allows HML to develop resources to better address a variety of cultural and civic needs.
Construction Details

40% of annual global CO₂ emissions come from buildings

WE NEED BOTH BENCHMARKS + HARMONIZED UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

Step-by-step phasing in and scaling up of CO₂ requirements

National Strategy for Sustainable Construction
NYSERDA is working to meet the requirements of Executive Order 22 to calculate embodied carbon for all projects and deliver EPDs where available.

HML’s Alison Mears and Leila Behjat prepared a presentation and talk to explain the context of Embodied Carbon, environmental product declarations (EPDs), and try to establish what ideal tools could look like. This is profound, fundamental work. In the context of global calculations and debates, NY won’t be able to manage to reduce carbon emissions if we cannot accurately measure carbon emissions and therefore design differently.

In addition to members of NYSERDA, members of from NYPA, DOS, NYC, OGS, were also in attendance.

Highlights from this presentation included:

- Situating the United States as one of the leading contributors to growing Building Floor Area, the estimate for which is expected to double by 2060.

- Emphasizing that buildings and the making of building products contributes a significant amount of carbon dioxide emissions annually.

- Providing an understanding that the climate crisis and human health crisis are inextricably linked. Both are caused by the production and installation of chemical and fossil fuel-based products.

- What an EPD is and how to read it.

- Understanding the difference between embodied and operational carbon, and methods to reduce embodied carbon by paying attention to EPDs.

Presentations to decision and policy makers not only help spread awareness but demonstrate the realistic and scalar solutions that are possible now.
IS IT AFFORDABLE?

This information is from 2017/18 it is interesting to think about when pricing these products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VCT/SF</th>
<th>BBT/SF</th>
<th>MCT/SF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Cost</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
<td>$1.54</td>
<td>$1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive Cost</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer Cost</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OCCUPANCY REQUIREMENTS**

| Step 1: Initial Maintenance | $0.00 (included in GC's cost) | $0.00 (included in GC's cost) | $0.00 |
| Step 2: Preparation for Commercial Traffic (3-5 Coats) | $1.25-$2.05 | $1.25-$2.05 | $0.00 |
| Post-Construction Professional Cleaning | N/A | N/A | $1.50 |
| Occupancy Ready SF Install Cost | $2.75-$3.55/SF | $3.79-$4.59/SF | $3.15/SF |

Hudson Inc.
Healthy Building_Affordable Housing

Materials Modeling Sets Teams Up for Success Early

[Link to product hazard spectrum](https://homefree.healthybuilding.net/products/5-flooring-products-hazard-spectrum)
47. HUDSON INC. DEVELOPERS

Hudson Developers lead, finance, and develop numerous large scale projects across New York City, including a number of mixed-income residences.

This presentation followed by an open and candid conversation allow HML to provide Hudson Inc. with financial justification and practical methodologies to make healthier material choices in their projects.

Together, HML and Hudson Inc. reflected on how industry building standards have shifted towards more toxicity and convenience in the last decade, critically questioned this condition, and collaborated on realistic short-term and long-term goals an industry influencer like them could start working towards today.

16 PARTICIPANTS

This presentation allowed for a mixed audience of unaware, observers and supporters to learn about threats to human and environmental health to become advocates.
From Field to Form: An Introduction to Building with Plants and Earth
February 15, 2023

Images from Youtube recording of From Field to Form: An Introduction to Building with Plants and Earth
48. ARCH LEAGUE NY: FROM FIELD TO FORM

HML’s Jonsara Ruth participated in a presentation and round table discussion with other experts in From Field to Form: An Introduction to Building with Plants and Earth, hosted by the Architecture League New York.

During the presentation Jonsara discussed the impact architecture has on environmental and human health. In addition to this overarching theme, she demonstrated specific instances of material choices that increase toxicity in the built environment as well as presented the PA Hemp Home and other HempLime details from HML’s selection of case studies.

343 ATTENDEES
262+ YOUTUBE VIEWS

Innovators, design researchers, and manufacturers who are manifesting mycelium’s potential across the fields of design, textiles, and architecture shared their work and insights with a mixed audience, creating new advocates for the use of this material.
IDCEC provides learning opportunities and registry services to design professionals under one centralized platform.

- **High Quality**
  - Access to a large variety of high-quality continuing education

- **Access**
  - Access to your electronic records for six years

- **Tracking**
  - Download the mobile app to track and scan your attendance

IDCEC is your partner in lifelong learning.
49. IDA WINTER SESSIONS

Hosted by the International Design Continuing Education Council, co-director Alison Mears and Senior Researcher Leila Behjat gave a presentation to the local chapter of Interior Designers at Mount Royal University in Alberta, Canada.

Part presentation, part Q&A, the HML team gave an overview of the Lab’s research and programs, and took a deep dive into our practice tool - the HML Method Cards.

In this often difficult work, we look to tools and strategies to help make change within all of the constraints of a project. We find these method cards are useful to support our design practice in that they help us establish priorities specific to each project, set and manage goals with our clients, collaborate, and hold each other accountable.

The HML Method Cards are a free resource for all to use, accessible through our website. The cards can be used in multiple ways, from project planning for designers or as a tool to guide a discussion.

17 ATTENDEES

This panel for HML to present our colleagues with lessons learned regarding the concept of human health and building with hemplime, spurring them on a journey to become supporters & advocates.
HML co-director presented to the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) regarding updates to materials use.

Given the vast scale NYCHA works at, this project emphasized the immediate consequences of using toxic and wasteful materials. Additionally, knowing the limited time and resources NYCHA has to work on each project, HML presented them with our vetted list of material upgrades and conducted a demonstration on how to read and implement various material certifications.
US Construction & Demolition Creates 600 Million Tons of Waste Annually

22% is from Home Renovations

Highest Growth: Polymeric Materials
plastics, rubbers, thermoplastics, adhesives, foams, paints & sealants
51. DURACRYL PRESENTATION

Duracryl is one of the leading global flooring manufacturers who have expressed dedication to reducing material toxicity and regenerating environmental health. Their company is unique in that they have in-house interior designers who design and/or consult on projects across the world.

HML organized a curated presentation that shared the complex and vital ways all building materials interact with each other, the environment, and people. During this presentation, HML shared a number of material alternatives such as lime plaster and paper carpeting that Duracryl’s designers can look towards and suggest on future projects.

25 PARTICIPANTS

This presentation observed key takeaways regarding the concept of human health and building materials, including healthy material alternatives, spurring participants on a journey to become supporters & advocates.
A collaboration between BIG’s Model Making Center in their Copenhagen Studio and the Lab in NY is researching products and methods to make Architectural Model Making a craft that avoids hazardous substances and helps set an agenda for healthier building practices.

Two members of the HML team (Alison Mears and Leila Behjat) visited BIG Studio during a stay in Copenhagen for a Building Green Conference in November 2021. We began the meeting with Katrine Juul and sustainability team members from BIG IDEA. We then toured the Model Making Center, managed by Artemis Antonopoulou. The Center’s Model Making Leadership has taken steps to enhance health and sustainability in the space by installing air filter systems and adopting policies to reduce material waste.

The initial exchange sparked a collaboration that includes raising awareness of hazardous substances and establishing alternatives to products commonly used in Model Making, such as petrochemical-based foams, glues and paints.

The ongoing investigation with BIG is twofold: finding healthier alternatives to products commonly used in model making on the one hand; on the other, offering and encouraging model-making methods with the adoption of principles of designing for disassembly. The explorations include using mechanical joining, and the incorporation of traditionally unconventional product options with the goal of avoiding harmful foams, glues and finishes and reducing waste.

In monthly team meetings, the project collaboration aims to elevate Model Making to be a gateway to healthier architectural design work. An awareness of health hazards in products, and ingredient disclosure for transparency are crucial at the building scale. Establishing frameworks for healthier Best Practices starts with a healthier Project Model.

The goal of this initiative is to create a platform on which healthy materials advocates can connect and share information with other advocates. The members of this network will ultimately impart their knowledge to unaware students.
WHAT HAPPENED SO FAR...

Based on the environmental toxins and material health concerns specifically related to children and teens, Healthy Materials Lab will prioritize:

1. Asthmagons:
   - Asthma occurs when the airway muscles in the lungs swell and produce extra mucus, which can make it difficult to breathe.
   - Asthma can be triggered by a variety of factors, including allergies, respiratory infections, and physical activity.
   - Asthma can lead to chronic health problems and can be difficult to manage.

2. Endocrine Disruptors:
   - These are chemicals that can interfere with the body's hormonal system, which can lead to a range of health problems, including reproductive, developmental, neurological, and immune effects.
   - Endocrine disruptors are found in a variety of products, including plastics, pesticides, and personal care products.

Analyses: What are the existing environmental toxins?

These existing toxins are:

- Activists: toxicology, metals, petrochemical mixture, and heavy metals
- Adverse effects: asthma, cancer, chronic respiratory disease, heart disease, and stroke
- Mitigation strategies: reduce exposure, increase awareness, and implement regulations
- Community involvement: engage with local organizations and government agencies

CONTEMPORARY RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

- Windows
- Shutters
- Blinds
- Wall Cladding / Boards
- Column Wraps
- Roofing Membrane
- Fascia
- Gutters
- Downspouts
- Cables and Wiring
- Conduit
- Irrigation
- Sewer Pipes

FURNITURE VETTING

Slides from presentation.
Material health’s human impact extends beyond the design industry and its clients. A critical component of the topic that frequently gets overlooked is the health, skill, and expertise of the builders on these projects.

There are two barriers to healthier material implementation that are not frequently discussed within the industry. The first is the increased health risk contractors undertake when being used raw, toxic materials. The second, is the pride and complex knowledge that contractors have in their work.

When looking to make impactful change, HML knows that we have to educate, protect, and collaborate with those in the building industry who, well, build the projects.

During our ongoing work with Community Music Works, we had the opportunity to host a curated presentation for their contracting team that specifically focused on how materials affect their health, what materials to look out for, and how to vet the materials that may show up on their sites.

Presentations like this provide the opportunity for HML to directly engage and listen to realistic experience from those who are doing the building while providing the space for those who are unaware become advocates.
Complete list of firms who participated or hosted discussions and workshops:

- NYPH
- NEW YORK PASSIVE HOUSE
- Gensler
- community musicworks
- h+k
- BIG
- SOM
- T H E A R C H I T E C T U R A L LEAGUE NY
- PETERMINED BY DESIGN
- RiseBoro Community Partnership
- DURACRYL Global Flooring
- Habitat for Humanity New York City and Westchester County
Annual Report Year 8

While HML conducts a number of presentations to various industries and professionals, one of the most important aspects of these are the discussions and workshops conducted afterwards.

Every organization and firm we talk to is different and have their own reasons for functioning the way that they do. It is important that we understand each audience’s perspective and ensure that we are responding directly to them.

Each discussion and workshop provides us with the opportunity to clearly and practically present solutions in collaboration with our industry colleagues therefore ultimately increasing the likelihood that healthier building practices and policies will be implemented.

54. DISCUSSIONS + WORKSHOPS

These workshops and discussions allowed for HML team members to participate in multiple capacities, to further inform observers and encourage advocacy.

703 PEOPLE REACHED
This chapter is dedicated to research-related initiatives. Each chapter of this report is a form of our research in different ways, whether that be through conversations and workshops with others or design and consulting work. Here, we highlight a diverse range of the Lab’s research specific projects and methods for addressing our overall goals of building knowledge and awareness. As shown in the Theory of Change, research initiatives are crucial to building pathways that enable people to change practices, and supporting advocacy efforts long term.

In conjunction with ongoing projects and initiatives that focus on Demonstration & Innovation, the Healthy Material Lab is dedicated to conducting rigorous design-based research with aims to contributing to the ever-changing and expanding field of material health. The Lab understands that expertise comes in many forms, from varied sources and experience. The research initiatives of the Lab are deeply collaborative and engaged with partners in fields of design, advocacy, public health, and more. Through engagement in diverse research initiatives, the Lab simultaneously gains from invaluable knowledge exchanges with researchers, practitioners, and advocates, while growing its network through meaningful and fulfilling partnerships.

The variety of research endeavors jointly launched and continued this year add to the every-shifting definition and application of measures for environmental health.
Research

105+ MANUFACTURES RESEARCHED

13+ PRODUCTS ADDED TO HML MATERIALS COLLECTION

100+ MATERIALS ADDED TO DONGHIA HEALTHIER MATERIALS LIBRARY

New hand spun wool in DhML...
With this new collection, HML is getting back to one of Parsons’ greatest legacies: fashion and fabrics.

Healthier and more sustainable textiles can address two things. The first being the reducing the carbon footprint of fiber cultivation and production; the second is the toxicity of any applied treatments.

The production of both natural and synthetic textiles can require massive amounts of energy, water, and toxic chemicals. Selecting products from manufacturers that are committed to minimizing their environmental impact and to providing ingredient transparency can help to ensure healthier and safer interior environments.

Over the past year, HML researchers have curated a textile wall as one of the newest addition to the Donghia Healthier Materials Library in addition to approving thirteen products that meet the HML Collections’ above industry standards. These textiles include mycelium leather, fruit leather, natural wool, hand woven hemp, and many others.

Our researchers developed a series of guidelines to determine whether a textile is healthy. This includes a preference towards natural, renewable fibers; non-toxic surface treatments; low emission manufacturing; no-PVC; and life-cycle impact.

Examples of bio-based, recycled, and new material textiles that meet these standards are now available throughout the library.

Including textiles opens healthier material practice to a wide range of other industries outside of architecture and moves more people from unaware all the way to advocate.
98+ MANUFACTURES RESEARCHED

16+ PRODUCTS ADDED TO HML MATERIALS COLLECTION
When selecting healthier products, we must consider installation methods, which usually involve adhesives, mortars, grouts, and sealants. This category of products has many health and environmental concerns and yet they often cannot be avoided entirely.

Many adhesives contain chemicals of concern that are released as they cure. The contents are similarly harmful in the process of production and upon disposal they also emit toxicants. While PFAS (Per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances) are added for bonding strength and to increase water and stain resistance, they are linked to health disorders such as cancers, decreased fertility, thyroid problems, and other hormonal malfunctions.

Sealants can contain phthalates or isocyanates, which are linked to asthma. Fly ash and blast furnace slag contain harmful heavy metals and are commonly used as aggregates in mortars. Grouts and mortars typically contain persistent nanosilver antimicrobials that can leach into aquatic environments yet are often undisclosed. Optional additives to resist mildew or mold are usually harmful and should be avoided when possible.

Mortars and grouts can have high levels of Portland Cement, which emits high levels of carbon during manufacturing, adding to the carbon footprint of a building.

The healthiest strategy is to reduce or eliminate the need for adhesives. Instead, design for mechanical fasteners such as screws, nails, and interlocking joinery, which allow materials and systems to be reused or recycled — and eliminate toxics.

HML researchers curated a rigorous list of healthier adhesives, mortars, grouts, and sealants to not only help practitioners but help students build awareness in their own work, building healthy practices before they even enter the industry. This new collection will launch and be available for use in Fall 2023.
3. FUTURE AND ON-GOING COLLECTIONS

In addition to expanding our scope of work, we have continued researching and updating materials in existing collections including: wall coverings, wood, and bio-based products.

As we continue these investigations, we disseminate with further specificity materials we began researching in previous years. This includes wood and its various composites, uses, and form; recycled or bio-based structural forms; and finish types from ceramics; stains; paints; and stones.

Our researches also performed smaller instigations into hydrocarbons and methyl methacrylate to better understand the invisible compounds of popular material toxins. Furthermore, we expanded our understanding of bio based PUR and plastics with research on isocyanates.

Continuous research ensures that HML collections remain one of the highest and most rigorous standards as well as enables the Lab to work alongside, rather than react to, new innovations and goals in material spaces.

707+ MATERIALS VETTED

Continuous research that can be disseminated in new ways allows us to continually provide clarity and justification when advocating for healthier practices.
Hemplime sample in DhML
4. HEMPLIME

As the “superfood” of the building industry Hemplime continues to play an important role in not only our research and collections, but in our own work. The circular life cycle and economies this material presents aligns well with many of the Lab’s missions.

HempLime products are naturally resistant to pests, mold, and fire, eliminating the need for toxic chemical additives. It also improves interiors because of its excellent acoustic properties and natural regulation of humidity and heat. It is a naturally biodegradable product that can be fully recycled and reused to support a zero-waste economy.

Throughout the past year we have segmented Hemplime into its own material collection to reflect the wide-range of applications it has, and continued to update both our and industry standards regarding its use. We also continue to add new and exciting HempLime products to our resources.

The burgeoning hemp industry in the US also supports regenerative economies and communities, tackling social justice issues through agriculture and workforce development.
In 2018 the World Health Organization announced that climate change is now the single biggest threat to global health, and the energy-intensive building industry is a major contributor making up roughly 40% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

To meet our goals of reducing global warming to 1.5°C by 2030, carbon emissions need to be cut by 65% over the next decade. This means reducing both the energy that buildings use in their operation, aka operational carbon, as well as the emissions associated with the materials that make up buildings, aka embodied carbon.

It is this embodied carbon and the materials we use over the next decade that have upfront immediate effects and will set the trajectory for whether we reach the 2030 climate goals, which is why it is critically urgent that architects and the building industry address embodied carbon now.

**DESIGN STRATEGIES**

**Salvage or Recycle Existing Materials**
Reading, reusing, and materials can avoid the energy-intensive processes that often go into new manufacturing. Strategies for reuse can range from salvaging local materials to adaptive-reuse of entire buildings, with the key consideration being to simply look at what exists already before using new materials.

**Identify Carbon “Hot Spots”**
Carbon “hot spots” are materials or systems that often contribute most to greenhouse gas emissions, and should be priorities to focus on in recasing embodied carbon. Building elements such as foundations, structures, and facades are often primary hot spots, as these components not only make up a large portion of the building by volume, but also commonly use carbon-intensive materials, such as concrete, steel, and aluminum.

**Consider Low-Carbon or Carbon-Sequestering Materials**
Given that plants absorb CO2 as they grow, plant-based materials can often have low embodied carbon and can even be carbon-sequestering (carbon-negative) if minimal energy is used in their production. Generally speaking, the more we can look towards less-processed organic materials, the more likely we are to reduce our carbon footprints.

**KEY PRODUCT CONSIDERATIONS**

---

Image of HML carbon research hub webpage
As both municipal standards here in NYC and initiatives around the world ramp up to meet global warming reduction goals by 2030, we have looked towards embodied and operational carbon as one of the key factors to guide not only the Lab’s standards but how we educate others.

We have a number of ongoing research projects that monitor international carbon standards and continuously investigate how and where carbon exists in building materials and life cycle.

As part of these projects, the Lab has published a number of design strategies, and product considerations to guide people in becoming more informed of carbon’s global impact and how to reduce it.

We also continuously reevaluate the products in our collections to ensure they are not only up to the highest industry standards but also continue to provide people with practical resources to push projects beyond the bare minimum. Our goal is to not only reduce carbon in material application but actively remove it from the environments in which we build.

It is this embodied carbon and the materials we use over the next decade that have upfront immediate effects and will set the trajectory for whether we reach the 2030 climate goals, which is why it is critically urgent that architects and the building industry address embodied carbon now.
CERTIFICATIONS & DISCLOSURES

- Health Product Declaration (HPD)
- Declare Label
- Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
- Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
- Other
6. PRODUCT DECLARATIONS

We are constantly monitoring all declarations and standards internationally to ensure we are staying up-to-date on the benchmarks that are helping push the industry forward.

This year, we raised our low-embodied carbon benchmark to 5kg/m² to adopt a similar standard to the Danish Benchmark. This required reassessing the EPDs of all HML collection and DhML products.
7. RESEARCHER SPOTLIGHT: SYNTHIESIS BY JESSICA THIES

At HML, we are lucky to be situated within an academic environment, where many of our researchers are also students. This expands the breadth of work that the Lab informs and thus, is informed by.

One of our Student Researchers, now a Postgraduate Material Health Researchers at the Lab took the information she learned working here above and beyond in Masters thesis project. Here, we have highlighted Jessica Thies’ project: Synthiesis.

Synthiesis is a research project exploring the potential of macroalgae for textile printing inks. Thies designed a novel algae-based ink for textiles and a new craft technique to create smocking effects. She displayed this through a footwear concept where the ink is printed on a hemp textile. The 2023 IPCC report outlines biological methods of carbon dioxide removal (CDR) to achieve net-negative CO2 emissions. Macroalgae farming is one method of CDR which can be supported through algae-based materials.

The craft technique has the potential to replicate hand smocking patterns and dimensionality through a much faster technology. In addition, my early-stage experiments tested the concept of integrating microalgae cells into the printing ink based on advances in engineered living materials, where living cells are added to materials for new functions.

This living material would be able to photosynthesize and absorb CO2. Thies speculates on a near-future world where living materials are used by designers, resulting in what she calls ‘active objects’ – objects which are alive and require care. The active object lives in a vessel connected to an aeroponics system and a cyanobacteria bioreactor. As living materials are currently being developed within science, active objects are a novel concept to address how these living materials will be cared for.

This innovation uses natural materials like hemp and algae to pose questions of how active objects could work in interconnected systems with humans, non-humans, other objects and our spaces, similar to naturally occurring ecosystems. Active objects could help us transition from human-centered to life-centered and from disrupting natural systems to partnering with them.

This project exemplifies the incredible potential of our research and serves as a reminder of the exciting prospects to be developed when observers become advocates.
Hempcrete Revolution: How “Pot’s Benevolent Cousin” Is Staging its Comeback Through Architecture

Eighty years after America’s hemp industry was destroyed, Whovia LaDuke is placing hemp at the core of the green building revolution.
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PARTNERSHIPS

FRIENDS OF HML

FLOYD
FLOYD*
Furniture

FORBO*
Resilient flooring

DURACRYL
DURACRYL
GLOBAL FLOORING
Flooring Solutions

ARONSON’S
ARONSON’S FLOOR COVERING
Flooring Solutions*

LAURENCE CARR
LAURENCE CARR
Interior and product design

DRAKE ANDERSON
Interior design

MAFI
Natural Wood Floors

THE REAL MILK PAINT CO.*
Non-toxic paint

SHAW
Flooring Solutions

INC ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
Multi-disciplinary design

NATUREPEDIC
Organic Mattresses

KEIM
Mineral paints

VIEW
Smart windows

KRAVET INC
Home furnishings
Healthy Affordable Materials Project

The Healthy Affordable Materials Project is a four-part collaborative that seeks to improve the lives and health of affordable housing residents by reducing the use of toxic materials in building products.

Healthy Materials Lab is supported in large part by a grant from The JPB Foundation. Donghia healthier Materials Library is supported in large part by a grant from the Angelo Donghia Foundation.

We are a proud non-profit partner

Research Partners

- Akling
- American Hawaii
- American Sustainable Business Council
- Bernheimer Architecture
- Building Product Ecosystems
- The City University of New York (CUNY)
- Habitat for Humanity - New York City and Westchester County
- Center for Environmental Health (CEH)
- Danish Cleantech Hub
- Henning Larsen Architects
- Determines by Design
- Icahn School of Medicine (CSIM) at Mount Sinai
- Materiały Better / Red2Green
- STAT Architecture
- New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)
- New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)
- NYC Department of Health
- NYC Mayor's Office of Contract Services
- New York School of Interior Design
- Sustainable Furnishings Council (SFC)
- Tribeca Neighborhood Partnership (TNP)
- West Harlem Group Assistance, Inc. (WHGA)

Changemakers, Heroes & Influencers

- BlueGreen Alliance Foundation
- BuildingGreen
- Children's Environmental Health Network (CEHN)
- Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS)
- Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute
- Environmental Working Group
- Health Care Without Harm
- Healthy Babies Bright Futures
- International Living Future Institute
- National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
- SmithGroup JJR
- Institute of Making
- Perkins+Will